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Faculty Confers on Governance Lawsuit Goes To
Appellate Court
BY SHANNONGREANEY

News Writer

On Tuesday, J a n u a r y 26,
Trinity's faculty held a closed
meeting to discuss issues surrounding the office of the Dean
of Faculty, in light of the recent
departure of Raymond Baker.
The faculty assessed the role
that the Dean of Faculty should
play in college life and discussed
the search for the next Dean of
Faculty.
The faculty was in disagreement over the role of the Dean
of the Faculty. Some faculty
members believe that the Dean
should serve as a voice for the

faculty and support the academic endeavors of the college.
Others feel that it is unrealistic
to expect the Dean to function
solely in the interests of the faculty, and that the Dean must
balance his power between
both the faculty and the president.
Echoing the former argument, Professor of History Gary
Reger said, "The two central
tasks of Trinity College are educating young people and contributing to the expansion of
knowledge by our research and
creative.endeavors. These two
tasks belong to the faculty
alone, and constitute properly
the academic mission of the

College."
Professor Reger asserted that,
"For me, it is the Dean alone
who can speak authoritatively
and passionately about 'the
things that really count' at Trinity, and that should be the chief
function of the Dean."
Another perspective within
the faculty is that the Dean
serves the president, inasmuch
as he serves the faculty. This
view sees the Dean first and
foremost as an administrator.
The Dean must answer to the
president, not the faculty. Regarding the role of the Dean,
Associate Professor of Religion
Ronald Kiener believes that "the
see DEAN on page eight
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Two students cast their votes in Wednesday's election

New SGA Officers Elected
BY OLGA
BOGATYRENKO

News Writer
Trinity College students
stepped up to the ballot box and
elected their new representatives for student government on
Wednesday, January 27. Six
positions were left vacant by
Student Government Association representatives who are
currently studying abroad.
Among the nine candidates
running for positions, six were
elected and their names were
released Thursday morning.
The SGA will feature new members Marisa Eddy '01, Jeffrey
Ginsburg '00, David Jewett '99,

Luke Klein-Berndt '01, Darrick
Mello '01 and Soulafreda
Valassis '01.
Only 210 students voted in
Wednesday's election, and, according to Student Activities
Coordinator Beth Egan, it
"wasn't a large election by any
means." Egan also felt that 210
votes is in fact a good turnout
for such non-wide-scale elections.
David Jewett, a reelected
member of the SGA, and senior
class president, felt his victory
was due largely to the fact that,
"people who voted knew who I
was. I know what's going on on
campus." Jewett also discussed
his plans for the next semester,
stating that he would "always

t

have information about all
events," and always "attempt to
fix things."
Soulafreda Valassis, a newly
elected member of the SGA also
expressed her hopes for her
term, stating "There are many
things that should be, and can
be changed. I want the student
government to be aware of
those things."
One of the major concerns of
the SGA for the spring semester,
according to SGA President Bill
see SGA on page nine

BY KRISTEN BURNS

News Editor
Recently, Hartford Superior
Court issued a judgment against
Trinity College in its first ever
sexual discrimination lawsuit.
The decision was issued in favor
of Leslie Craine, a former Professor of Chemistry who was denied tenure.
Trinity's policy of tenure review is a six year process,
wherein biannual committee
meetings evaluate the performance of the faculty member.
The implementation of this
policy was the central issue in
the lawsuit.
According to Trinity lawyer
Beth Alquist, guidelines for
granting tenure require a satisfactory record of "teaching,
scholarship and service."
Trinity's lawyers contend that
while Craine was recommended by her peers in both
teaching and service, the second review committee sugge$t«5d*hstsM-fdtc^ hertSHbrtr
on research and original scholarship. Alquist reflected
Trinity's findings that Craine.
.'didn't meet the standards" of
scholarship.
Craine, who applied for and
was denied tenure in 1993, had
an article published in thejournal of Organic Chemistry, a
piece of original research that
she considers a "thorough piece
; of work,"
Trinity Head Counsel Felix J.
Springer admits the validity of
this scholarship, but stresses
that Craine failed to "establish a
program of research," noting
that the article was the only
piece of work produced in
Craine's six years at Trinity.
Craine contends, however,
that "there was no indication
concerning quantity in the second letter of reappointment."
Craine's decision to sue was a
result of this ambiguity. She remarked that the reasons for her
denial "seemed... to be a change
of what was asked of [her] in the

second letter" of reappointment. According to Craine, the
main issue of the case was
"whether the reasons for denial
of tenure were tied into [the]
s t a n d a r d s of improvement
stated in the second letter of
appointment."
Springer stated that "Trinity's
[tenure review] system is remarkably candidate friendly,"
an idea which is opposed te
Craine's claim that the "whole
process was inconsistently applied" in her case.
The Hartford Superior Court
jury agreed with Craine's claim
of sexual discrimination,
though it decided against the
charge of age discrimination.
The Trinity legal team believes
that the decision came from a
jury misinformed by Judge A.
Susan Peck. Craine maintains
that the jury "deliberated for
two and a half days after sitting
and listening to twenty three
days of testimony. I think that
what they heard informed their
decision... In the final analysis...
"rfieydidsee inconstancies."
Springer's analysis of the trial
presents a different perspective.
The Trinity team believes the
jury was "invited ...to second
guess" an academic judgement.
Springer explained further that
in most tenure cases, "deference
is given to the people at the college" because the committee has
the proper academic expertise.
Trinity has based its appeal in
part on the claim that the judge
did not properly explain that
authority in a tenure case is academic rather than legal.
Springer a n d Alquist are
seeking an overturned verdict
based on the judge's error. Also
questionable was the handling
of evidence in the trial. According to Springer, certain "comparative evidence shouldn't
have been allowed." The judge
allowed comparison between
Craine and a history professor
granted tenure, but did not allow a comparison between
Craine and a tenured chemistry
see CRAINE on page eight
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Put It In Print.

I have been here at Trinity for
three years and it never ceases to
amaze me of how many racial harassment cases experienced by fellow students go unreported.
Obviously, if these incidents are unreported, then one can easily assume that racism does not exist at
Trinity. Do not be fooled! Just because you do not hear it or see it does
not mean that it does not occur.
What am I to make out of this
experience? Do I resent those guys
or do I want to see them punished?
To tell you the truth, I do not feel
anger nor resentment towards
them. However, I cannot help but be
more aware about the people
around me. For crying out loud,
these guys or people who feel this
way could very well be my peers in
a class. It does not surprise me, but
it does appall me to think that there
are those that will look at me and
only see that I am Asian and nothing more (or I guess that.doesn't really matter).
This letter is not about making
you feel sorry for what many students and I on this campus experience with racial harassment. This
letter is to merely make you aware
of major aspects of a community
that we have fallen short of upholding for each other: respect and civility. In addition, this letter does not
just reach out to the racial condition
alone. Harassment in any form
should not be tolerated nor accepted anywhere, especially in college where we are supposed to be
learning the realities of life from one
another.

"I hate those f
Asians!" two
Trinity students wailed out, referring to the three Asian-American
students having dinner in The Cave.
Apparently, the two boys who were
yelling this statement thought that
no one would hear them while they
walked through the empty walkway area, or so they thought.
It was Thursday evening at
around 8:30 p.m. on January 28th
when these students hollered these
comments. One shouted, "I hate
those f
Asians!" While the
other responded, "Look at them,
they're just now eating their fdinner!" The two students were
headingforthe Bank of Boston ATM
machine when one of them turned
around slightly as his companion,
was making a transaction to discover that a friend and I were sitting
parallel to the ATM machine. It was
obvious to him that their comments
were heard. When he processed
this, he quickly tapped his friend
and whispered for him to quiet
down.
In the meantime, I sat there and
paused my friend from speaking
and reiterated what the two students said. For a time, I was in shock
for I did not want to believe what
was said. However, in a matter of
seconds, I was filled with many different emotions: anger, frustration,
disappointment, and confusion. For
a moment, I felt confused about the
situation for I could not understand
why they would say such things.
How can one target an entire culture? And what does having to eat
dinner at 8:30 have anything to do Sincerely,
with hating Asians?!
Maria Sulit'00

As a result of Raymond Baker's "stepping down," numerous faculty members expressed concerns about the future of faculty governance on campus. Exercising the
small modicum of power available to them, these faculty members resigned from a
number of ad-hoc committees. Though well intended, this action serves merely as
symbolic protest, which will probably have little or no long term effect on the actions
of the administration. In essence, faculty members have protested against their lack of
input by removing their voice of dissent from the dialogue regarding campus change.
Whether one applauds or condemnsPreridentB
that he is
the "ultimate politician." He is a man completely consumed with Trinity's perception
Thanks For The Warning1
as seen through the eyes of his constituents; the alumni, the members of the Board of
From this new reading I deduced
Trustees, parents of present Trinity students, and the Hartford community. When he To the Editor:
that the wicked autocrat in question
asked Baker to depart, Dobelle was well aware that certain faculty members would"be
I almost dove under my desk as I was not, in fact, somebody named
upset. However since Dobelle realized that the faculty protest would not transcend skimmed Jerry W.'s piece on an "au- Goldstein but, rather, Evan Dobelle.
tocrat" named Goldstein. Heavy I must admit, I was stopped dead in
the walls of our community Dobelle had little reason to address the faculty's concerns. stuff.
I did not know this autocrat my tracks by this discovery. The
If the Trinity faculty are committedto changing the administrative policy they must but what a bad dude! Goldstein lies; meaning of a text so lacking due
initiate a new form of protest. Instead of attempting to convert Dobelle into an aca- he's mean to minorities; he's a con- proportionality momentarily entirely eluded me. But then, eureka, I
demic and teaching him the meaning and significance of resigning from academic trol freak; he surrounds himself got
it. If you repeat «explication de
with dependent thugs and puppets;
committees, the faculty must learn to play the political game by Dobelle's rules. Since and, worst of all, he's a charismatic texte» ten or fifteen times like a
the administration responds immediately to negative publicity it is the responsibility Goldstein. Jerry "celebrates" some mantra, the conundrum resolves itJerry was writing a parody of
of the faculty to create it. Though one can be certain that any unfavorable publicity of the horrid autocrat's accomplish- self.
ments but, gee, that's like saying academic glibber-jabber. Jerry
will be countered by the administrative spin machine, at least the administration will Stalin had a nice mustache, thank- wanted to warn us about the danbe forced to act. By writing editorials to the Hartford Courant, letters to the Trustees, ing Hitler for the Autobahn, or gers of rhetorical over-kill by writand incorporating dialogue about faculty governance into their classroom discussions, t complimenting Pol Pot on his deli- ing a portrait of Evan so outrageous,
hands and choice of scarves. So so unfair, so uncivil, so paranoid,
faculty members can bring the message to the constituents, who have gotten only the cate
scared and troubled was 1 after read- and, ultimately, so unlike Evan that
administrations version of the truth for way to long.
ingjerry's piece that I nearly headed everyone would be alerted to the
In The Creation of the American Republic, Gordon S. Wood warns us that, "Any gov- for the basement of the Pentagon to dangers of such gratuitous lanout my old M-16 so that I guage. Thank you, Jerry. You did a
ernment which lack[s] 'a proper representation of the people' or [is] in any way even check
would at least be armed if this good job; one colleague, at least, is
'independent of the people' [is] liable to violate the common good and become tyranni- Goldstein fellow should try to tie a grateful. I celebrate your accomplishment. There is no Goldstein. 1
cal." Though this quote originated with the Founding Father's formation of a new re- basketful of rats to my face.
public, in light of Baker's departure it is relevant here at Trinity. If we do not want to be But then, today, after reading The breathe a sigh of relief.
Tripod's retraction of its leader on
controlled by such an administration, it is imperative that faculty, protected by tenure, Jerry's
article, I went back to the Your admirer,
use their freedom to protect the dismissal of "their dean." Since it is not internal debate original text and re-read it carefully. Michael E. Lestz
which Dobelle fears, but rather disapproval from his audience, external mediums of
communication must be explored. If the faculty fail they risk being ruled and conPILLOW. TALK
trolled by a "tyrannical" administration unconcerned with the "common good."
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Over the past week, as you are still recovering from your Super Bowl-induced memory loss, things happened. A local boy
made good, a band played good, and people in the Party Barn
actually looked good. Here's the official line from Vegas.

Eugene Robinson

The Ceilidh

Winter Semi-Formal

Gallows' Hill Problems

It took him a mere twenty-four
fours what Dobelle has been
trying to accomplish for four
years: national, massive news
coverage for Hartford.
Men in skirts, how much more
culture can Trinity handle?
But wi'oot booze, 'tis nae true
Scots, nor true Trinity.
Women- in dresses. That's
about all the culture Trinity
can handle. Aren't we original?
We didn't but anything before
and we won't buy anything
now, That'll learn 'em!
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Trinity's Syndrome of Silence
BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Editor

By the soft tone of his voice it
would seem like he is perhaps
be a great communicator, even
an excellent orator. The words
roll off his mouth like a gentle
breeze of the soft ripples off a
fine satin dress. The words are
more than soothing, they are
comforting to the point that everything he says puts you into a
state of close to serenity. The
clincher is that what he tells
you, or what he doesn't tell you,
is almost as appealing as the
way that he says it. The silence
is even more profound than the
truisms that he exposes.
The sound of this immutable
silence echoes through the hallowed halls of Trinity almost as
of ten as the student cries about
ORL and the drinking policies.
The seemingly bottomless
source of this silky sound, or
total lack there of, is coming
from the administration and
goes right up to President Evan
Dobelle. It's just as bad, or even
worse, than the Orwell's
"double-talk," the simple silence
spreads suspicion and confusion throughout the student
body like a rapidly multiplying
and ever mutating virus spreading through the human body.
Like that virus, that foreign
agent of destruction, the lack of
exchange will rip this campus
to ribbons along student - administration lines.
Evidence of this destruction
can easily be seen in the events
of the past few weeks. Upon arriving back on campus I
learned from a fellow student
that Dean Raymond Baker was
no longer Dean of the Faculty.
Aside from the obvious problems that 1 have with the "resignation" of Baker, which was
covered in the past issue, I found
it odd that 1 heard about it
through a student. A student?!
That's right, the roommate of
friend informed me of this very
important "changing of the
guard." To make matters worse,
no student was officially informed of this event until several days had passed. The
official word was delivered in a
quick post that was sent out on
January 221"1 by the new Dean
of the Faculty, Miller W. Brown.

It was not until four days later
that the news reached a wider
audience, in the form a story in
the Tripod. Was it an isolated
incident? Just a little mishap?
Nope, this type of action, or inaction, is indicative of the administration.
An important question that
must be asked is why would
Dobelle and the administration
want to keep these issues under
wraps? What do they fear?
They must be afraid of what the
students and the community
might think if they found out
about what really goes on be. hind the closed doors. Like every other politician that has
encountered
controversy,
Dobelle hopes that if he keeps
certain issues "quiet," such as
the Dean Miller's "retirement,"
no one will notice them. Or
when students do find out, they
will find out so late that they
will no longer care. Another
reason that there has been no
comment from the administration is because if Dobelle, or any
member of administration, says
anything on the record they
must "stick to it." Dobelle's silence has left him with "ultimate wiggle room" for the
future, something every politician must have in order to succeed. Nobody can pin any
sort of statement on him, so
no one can turn around and
call him a liar. That way even
though he is allegedly intimately involved in Dean
Baker's decision to "retire," no
one can hold him responsible
for anything. The surrounding community has also had
a chance to hear Trinity say
nothing about subjects that
effect them.
Like a well-oiled political
machine or Richard Nixon's
"plumbers," the administration has kept the details of the
Learning Corridor from the
students and the community.
Aside from the unveiling of
the Boys' and Girls' Club and
a few vague descriptions of
what the Corridor will entail,
no one has completely spelled
out the specifics of the massive project on Broad and
Vernon Streets. Worst of all,
the community was not let in
on the administration's "little"
plans for their neighborhood
until a meeting on January

27Ih, well over a year after the
ground breaking. Recently, a
prominent member of the
community expressed these
concerns to the Tripod. While
I'm sure that Trinity has the
best of intentions.in their to
effort to rebuild the neighborhood, The Strategic Plan has
been put on the community
like a large winter coat. Like
the autocracy of the Russian
Czars this plan has been laid
upon Frog Hollow.
There are several members
of Frog Hollow who are suspicious of Trinity's imposing
presence in the neighborhood.
Not because they hate Trinity,
or don't want Trinity's help,
but because they simply they
don't know what's really going on. It's justified for people
not to trust what they don't
know or understand. If
Trinity's presence in the surrounding community is benevolent, than it must have
nothing to hide, right? The
people have the right to know
what's going on in their neighborhood, especially if going to
seriously affect their lives.
Again, if Trinity maintains silence they hold the trump card.
They can continue doing whatever they please in the neighborhood because they have not
made any statements which
might limit their actions.
Perhaps if Dobelle fills the
void with sounds, the words
will embarrass and humiliate
him or the school. That just
leads me back to my first question: "what do Dobelle and the
administration have to hide?
And from whom? What is so
humiliating? Will the answers
to these questions cause a drop
in donations from high-profile
alumni? Stop the nonsense,
how about some answers, for a
change?
The syndrome of silence,
which is infecting this campus,
has already bread many dangerous consequences. When silence persists it creates
suspicion, which when left unabated, will lead to all out mistrust. You can't fight or even
check the ferocious appetite of
the beast if you don't even
know its true nature. And if we
can't trust the school to tell us
the truth, than who can we
trust?

HARTFORD'S PIRTIEST BIRD

History Wars
Revising Revisionist Histories
BOARDEN PAINTER, JR.

Professor of History & Director of Italian Programs

History is often in the news. 1 do not mean contemporary
events that look historically important like impeaching a president. I do mean real history, those chapters from the past that get
in the news and often cause controversy. Sometimes it is because
the history is presented in a public setting. When the
Smithsonian planned an exhibit in 1995 on the fiftieth anniversary of the first atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima by the B-29
bomber the Enola Gay, it set off a storm of controversy. Veterans
groups complained that the exhibit favored a Japanese bias that
failed to place the event in its proper context Historians defending the exhibit argued against caving into a lobby that sought to
defend a fixed historical point of view that had its own obvious
bias. The sponsors had to revise the exhibit in what turned out
to be a watered down version that seemed to please no one.
More recently Thomas Jefferson made it into the headlines.
That story raised all the standard historical issues having to do
with evidence and interpretation, with the added twist of using
new technology to recover DNA samples that supported the case
that Jefferson had indeed fathered at least one child by his slave
companion Sally Hemings.
Some newsworthy history wars break out over the meaning
and use of words. When a Japanese-American organization sponsored an exhibit on the "concentration camps" set up by the
United States in World War II to confine Japanese-Americans,
some Jewish groups protested the use of "concentration camp,"
arguing that the word has now become associated with the extermination camps of the Holocaust. It turns out, just to complicate matters a bit more, that "concentration camp" came into the
language during the Boer Wars when the English confined large
numbers of the Boer civilians in such camps.
These cases have obvious public dimensions that explain why
and how they got into the media. More unusual is the case of a
scholarly book that sets off public debate. After all, most scholarly books are read only by other scholars and their students who
have to buy them for courses. Daniel Jonah Goldhagen turned
his Ph. D. dissertation, written for the Political Science department of Harvard, into a book: Hitler's Willing Executioners: Ordinary Germans and the Holocaust, published in 1996. It quickly
became a best-seller in the United States and Germany.
Goldhagen argued that many "ordinary" Germans willingly participated in the killing of innocent Jews. The old story that they
had to do it or suffer execution themselves was not true. The evidence showed that those unwilling to carry out these deeds were
excused without penalty. The executioners iri question were not
highly indoctrinated Nazi true believers serving in S.S. units, but
rather ordinary types serving in police battalions. Goldhagen explained their action by arguing that an "eliminatfonist" antiSemitism had come to pervade German society well before the
Hitler came to power in 1933. The controversy has continued since
the book's publication with articles and now books of essays dedicated to the debate,
Examples of "history in the news" and the "history wars"abound.
I use a whole packet of examples when 1 teach our required course
for majors, History 300, Historiography. People get worked up over
Hollywood versions of history such as Stephen Spielberg's Amistad
or Oliver Stone's JFK. Historians, including some Japanese historians, have long complained that the Japanese government has for
years sought to cover up Japanese responsibility for World War II
and atrocities committed by Japanese troops especially against
other Asians such as the Chinese and the Koreans. A British proposal to erect a statue to honor Sir Arthur Harris, commonly known
as "Bomber" Harris, was met with a storm of protest. The opposition argued that Harris's indiscriminate bombing of German citizens, particularly thedevastatingraid on Dresden in February 1945,
amounted to atrocities that ought not to be commemorated or celebrated.
•
History is a sensitive subject for the simple reason that we are all a
part of it We, as human beings, are the subject of history. Wehave identities—hational,religious, ethnic-shaped by history.Sometimesweare
offended.when "our" history is misused or misunderstood by others.
What studying the "history wars" shows is that there are a whole host
of difficult, but fascinating questions about how we write, study and
understand history: Whoowns a particular history? What kind of history do we put in textbooks for our children? What language, labels
and vocabulary are right for a particular subject? What is the nature of
historical evidence? Is history art, science, literature or something else?
Is there any certain knowledge or truth yielded by the study of history? If so.whatdowedowith it?
.:•...-..
We do.not come up with "the" answers to these and other questions
when we study historiography, but I think we all come out of the experience with some new appreciation for both the significance of history in our own lives and the hard work that goes into studying the
past and trying to get it right. The one certainty is that history is always changing because we are always reexamining and revising the
past. In the meantime, read the papers and magazines, stay tuned to
the TV and radio and you will doubtless encounter more "history in
the news."
:
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SGA: 8 Lives And Counting Mission: Not Accomplished
BY ERIC CRAWFORD

Opinion Writer

"So what exactly does SGA do?" After
having served as a senator for the class
of 1999 for the past two years, I have been
asked that question a number of times. I
would respond by detailing the various
projects and subcommittees, but I never
really knew. To be honest with you, I still
don't know.
The Student Handbook describes the
Student Government Association (SGA)
function as dealing "with a broad range
of issues relating to student life on the
campus and oversees every recognized
student organization as well as [budget
committee and The College Activities
Council (TCAC)I It is interested in hearing from students who have recommendations for improving the life of students
at Trinity and typically becomes actively
involved in most issues on the campus."
Over the course of my four years here,
the SGA has progressively moved away
from this mission. This is not to say that
SGA has not done anything the past few
years. Rather, that SGA hasn't accomplished enough due to problems from
within.
When I was first elected I was filled
with excitement. 1 would come home to
my tiny double in Jarvis and tell my
roommate all the things we were talking
about doing. But soon I realized that, for
the most part, all that was there
was...talk.
The first project I worked on dealt with
John Small and Marriott. We were either
going to get better meal plans for students or find a new catering service. This
was great news to me, because 1 always,
felt that the meal plan was unfair and 1
hated losing meals. We met a number of
times with Small and voiced our con-

fer so long, I don't blame them.
At first glance this may not appear to
be a substantial character flaw of SGA,
but it is indicative of the fact that the student body is not represented nor is it
heard. Every year, students fill up one of
the Terrace rooms and ask to be considered for election to student faculty committees. It is the longest night of the year
as SGA members go through nominations and listen to brief speeches. But
these intelligent, interested members of
the Trinity community are not asked to
return to meetings to offer input. The result is a bland SGA without purpose, accountable to no one. It is one of the
reasons I wrote this article. The blame for
this sad state of affairs does not rest solely
on the shoulders of our student body
president Bill Mahoney...his failures lie
elsewhere.
SGA is too political: Instead of trying
to focus on the interests of the students,
Bill Mahoney has gotten to be too close
to Evan Dobelle and the rest of Trinity's
administration. It is understandable that
his position should require a good working relationship with the school's higherups, but unfortunately it seems as if our
student president grades his job by Evan
Dobelle's approval rating and not that of
the students. This attitude played a role
in SGA not making a stand at the beginning of the year when the alcohol policy
was introduced, as well as a slow reaction pertaining to our precious reading
week. By no stretch of the imagination
is Bill Mahoney a bad president; I often
found myself in awe of his dedication
and work ethic, but his priorities are often questionable.
A third problem within student government, here at Trinity, stems from the
:; fact, that too many members aren't committed to their positions. Some invest no
more time a week than the duration of

Over the course of my four years here, the SGA has
progressively moved away from it's stated mission
cerns. He responded with a detailed plan
that looked really nice.Jike something
out of those Kinko's commercials on television. What started off as a grand idealistic crusade against the establishment
resulted in flex dollars. Hey, at least we
meant well.
Some members of SGA have invested
a lot of time and effort into the Book
Swap. It's really a great idea and I hope
more students use it in the future but
we'll see. So far there are a lot of kinks
that need to be ironed out but it seems to
be doing surprisingly well.

These are the biggest issues'Student
Government has tackled the last two
years. They are the only instances where
relative progress has been made. Why
has SGA not done more? The problems
embedded in SGA, and the reasons why
I grew frustrated and quit, are fourfold.
One problem that has plagued student
government for years is that it has a
clique mentality. Every week the same
faces show up and the same issues are
talked about. Some groups show up and
ask for SGA's support and constitutions
for clubs are approved, but other than
that there is no semblance of contact
with the outside world. Rarely do individual students come to speak. And after being a part of these tedious meetings
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the meeting. This is a problem found in
many other organizations and it stifles
the potential efforts of the dedicated
members, by giving them too large a
workload.
The fourth and final problem SGA
faces is too much talk. As far as rhetoric is concerned, meetings with anything serious on the agenda are
dominated by members all wanting to
put in their two cents. But instead all
that comes out are enough "cents" for
me to do laundry for an entire year. Instead of recognizing that there is a
consensus and shifting focus towards
possible action, members often go on
ad nauseam trying to put their spin on
the issue at hand. This might be attributed to the zeal of members trying to
do the best job they possibly can, but
somehow I don't think so. SGA is just
another line on a resume for too many
people.
What we're left with for SGA's most
tangible and consistent efforts are parties to kick off each semester. Nothing ever gets in the way of that. It
should be said that my problems with
SGA have little to do with the individuals involved. I joined because my
best friend served and I made many
valuable friendships within SGA. During my tenure as a member I didn't
manage to turn this campus on its
head with political activism either.
The only thing that can save SGA is
criticism, and a good kick in the pants.
If you are frustrated with SGA or frustrated by the fact that you don't
know enough about it, let SGA hear
about it. If you have input on an issue that concerns students then go
to the meetings ypurselfand be
heard. Better yet, start an SGA beef
board in Mather on the SGA office
door. SGA has its problems but it
won't change if we don't take the initiative.

Administration Ignores Larger Education
BY DANIEL RUDOLPH

Opinions Writer

Ask any professor or administrator
what the biggest problem is at Trinity,
and you will get a familiar response:
"there is not enough academic rigor" or
"Trinity has an anti-intellectual student
body." I don't contest the accuracy or significance of these claims- not for one second- but I think there are more serious
flaws within the culture of Trinity, tough
as that may be to define.
So Trinity profs want Trinity students
to be more serious about intellectual pursuits. Good, they should be. But how
come hardly anyone- including President Dobelle- publicly critiques the homophobia, eating disorders, or political
apathy that thrives all too freely within
Trinity's fences. To me, these are all far
more important than intellectual mat-

ters. I mean, you can have an extremely
intelligent person come out of Trinity,
but is he racist, or homophobic? Does he
degrade women? Does he care about the
environment, or other political matters?
Does he lead a good life in these respects?
We must begin to consider these questions mor^ seriously, bec^use^jth^e. end
of the day, an intelligent person without
values such as, say, compassion and service for others, is even worse than a stupid person without these values. A smart
person can do more damage.
According to the Mission Statement,
Trinity College's purpose is to "prepare
students to lead examined lives that are

personally satisfying, civically responsible, and socially useful." That's a heck
of a mission- it really is. It's not being realized though, is it? Sure, Trinity is preparing students to get top-notch jobs and
get rich, so in accordance with the larger
norms of American culture at present,
they may get "personal satisfaction." But
how about civic responsiblity, or social
usefulness?
It doesn't look like it Most students I
know here don't quite fulfill these principles. They may speak disdainfully of
homosexuals, calling them queers or faggots- sometimes to their face, sometimes
behind their backs. That isn't too "civically responsible." They may even say
racist remarks. Neither is that. And most
guys I know here- including myself at
times- objectify women to a horrible exten t- which harms both female and male
citizens. One more thing: how responsible is it to make a mess of your residence hall with half-filled beer bottles
and cigarette butts because the next
morning a grown man or woman from
the Hartford community will pick it up?
It's pretty damned irresponsible, and it's
embarrassing, and inexcusable.
Well, how about "socially useful?" One
thing society could use right now is a
dose of environmentalism, a sense of responsibility for the earth. We fall short
here as well. An average Trin student will
leave Hartford without having thought
about taking care of the natural world in
the past four years- the recycling situation at this school is archaic. And the societies and communities just beyond the
fences of Trinity could use some help too.
I know a lot of students who do interact
with the surrounding communities, but
m ^ t . s a y ^ i d m ^ ^ ^
empirical observation- tnarTKno
more who don't. If they're not being socially useful now, are they ever going to
be?
So this sucks, for sure. We're not fulfilling our mission. But you know what
makes it worse? I don't hear anybody
complaining.

Trinity Should Push Students To
Burst Bubble With Volunteering
BY ANDREW PEARL

Opinion Writer

This semester I am in a class where
several students have discussed being
unhappy because they are being forced
to work in Hartford with poor immigrants. In a class last semester a number
of students were unhappy with the fact
that we were required to go off campus
and study the musical dispersion in
Hartford. Though it displeases many
students, the forced volunteering and
forced-hands on part of these classes
should continue and grow as a larger
part of Trinity's curriculum.
Trinity has tried repeatedly to pass itself of as "The School in the City." Almost
any Trinity student would know that
this is a good sounding catch phrase, an
utter and complete falsehood. Many students know nothing more of Hartford
than the Buckland Hills Mall and movie
theater. Trinity has never fully developed
the various advantages that Hartford
could potentially provide. Hartford is a
major banking and insurance city which
could provide a backdrop for a stellar education in business or economics. As a state
capitol, Hartford could serve as a realistic
counterpart to the theoretical studies of
most political science majors. The home
of the Twain House, the Athenaeum and
the Hartford stage could even serve to enhance the education of students in more
artistic fields. The social, economic and
political make up of Hartford could permeate into all facets and levels of a Trin-

ity students education to provide a more
well rounded and realistic education.
Unfortunately, not enough professors
and administrators work towards integrating the city into students' education.
On several levels, this is the flaw of many
small liberal arts school. It is the "ivory
tower" syndrome of education. Students
get caught up in abstract theories and
what books tell them. As much as one can
learn about the international effects of
integration from a text book, there are lessons that could only be learned from an
immigrants face. Though there is much
to be gained in the realm of academia and
text books; real world, hands-on experience is something severely underrated.
Presumably, after college many students
are going to enter the work force. A study
of international film or a complete knowledge of obscure economic theory may not
necessarily be as useful as a familiarity
with how the, real world works. It is true
that sdffie students do take advantage of
various internship programs, but this is
not enough. College is meant as a time to
prepare students for the workings and intertwining of the real life. But, the theoreticaland abstract education that Trinity
provides fails in this regard. Outside the
boundaries of Broad and Summitries the
experience that can truly benefit Trinity
students. Buttheprofessorsand administration must add it to their curriculum If Trinity ever hopes to legitimize its claims as "A
School in the City" it will have to encourage
the professors who do already, and those
who don't to realize that Hartford itself is as
valuable as any textbook
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Dr. Armageddon Has No Right

Comparing Czech Republic Bars With Trinity Life
BY GEOFFREY STEVENS

Opinion Writer

As a liberal arts student, I
have had the time (time which
math and science majors would
spend working) to do a bit of
general philosophy. Having exhausted my quota for academic
philosophy in my studies, I
opted for a more grounded field
of study, i.e, my life at Trinity.
The inspiration came one night
when, I humbly asking my beloved mother for an increased
cash flow, was confronted by
the question of why we spoke so
seldom of matters not concerning my bank account (or lack
thereof). After the obligatory
"I've been really busy" speech, I
began to take her question to
heart.. Finding the answer required a greuling trip into my
innermost feelings regarding
my stay here at Trinity College.
These are my findings.
First, however, I must ask you
a pivotal question, or my efforts
at conveying my philosophy
wil be fruitless: Have you ever
spent an inordinate amount of
time at a bar or public house?
This being Trinity, the answer
should be a resounding "yes,"
but I'm not referring to the two
or three nights a week spent at
the tap, but rather a trip toa bar
that started off as an innocent
enough lunch but became an
evening, and, later on, a nightlong affair. For a good portion
of the winter vacation of 19956,1 passed the time in the Czech
republic. There, I would wake
at around noon and drink the
day away at the local bar with
my partner in alcoholism. It
was not that 1 possessed an exceptional urge to get drunk at
the time (although that was the
usual outcome of these trips), or
was really fond of that bar.
The problem was that there
was, after brief examination,
surprisingly little to do in the
Czech town of Osecany. As previously stated, there was nothing especially notable about this
bar, save a lack of alternatives
within the town. Thus, even
though my companion and I
were aware of the fact that there
was much more to this country
than this obscure town and its

was a rather unsettling feeling.
Every night, upon leaving, the
harsh reality hit me that 1 had,
once again, done absolutely
nothing with the day except
drink about 35 beers and eat two
rather greasy, meat- based
meals. Equally disturbing was
the reality that I would repeat
the cycle just as soon as I woke
the next day. I felt utterly helpless against the lure of that bar.

Thoughts of the outside world quickly
faded into the distance. I knew nothing
of the day-to-day events [outside Trinity].
It had me by the liver, and I
could do nothing against its
powers. When I returned to the
states, I was struck by how
much more fulfilling my life
was. I would wake up and do go
to school, therein doing some-

thing relatively productive.
During the weekends, I was
amazed by the fact that there
were many recreational outlets
open to me. Sure, I drank, but
in different places, confronting
a plethora of authority figures
in the process.
This series of sentiments remained something of a curios-

I was blissfully ignorant to the outside
world and its cares, snuggled in a oneperson cubicle in Jones Dorm, south
campus.
bar, we were hampered by the
fact that it would take quite a bit
of initiative to organize a trip to,
well, somewhere else, as it
would take at least an hour by
bus to reach anything of note
(i.e. another bar).
Thus, it was more by default.
. that we came.to become regular patrons of this establishment. The real problem was
that there was no reason to leave
until the place closed for the
night. You had cheap beer,
greasy food and a not especially
clean, but serviceable bathroom
very.close at hand. Thus, a haven for a lazy individual like
myself was created. Unbeknownst to me, this situation
would occur later on in my life.
Coupled with the laziness

food. If I wanted to see a
movie, I could go to
Cinestudio. Should 1 be daring and want to order food
from the outside world, they
would come to my dorm and
give it to me. Looking beyond
the protective embrace of the
wrought iron fence, 1 saw a
barren wasteland which was
inhospitable to a frightened
post adolescent like me.

ity until I applied and was accepted to Trinity College. Upon
arriving in the Fall of '97,1 fell
into the daily routine of weekday classes and substances on
the weekend that is Trinity College. Thoughts of the outside
world quickly faded into the
distance. I knew nothing of
the day to -day events which
consumed the thoughts of
non- Trinity students.
My goal was simply to work
. at Trinity and to drink at Trinity. The reality was that there
were, as was the case in the
Czech Republic, surprisingly
few reasons to leave campus.
If I was hungry, I could prove
that I was a member .of the
Trinity community with my
ID card, and thus be given

There, I would have to fend for
myself, possibly even take
care of my own life. These
daunting tasks proved too
much for me, and I remained
within, as so many do.
I chose to purchase some
extra adolescence at $32,000 a
year.'neath the stately elms. It
came so that 1 would not leave
campus in between breaks.
What my mother did not realize was that 1 was blissfully
ignorant to the outside world
and it's cares, snuggled in a
one person cubicle in Jones
Dorm, south campus. Here I
could stay and puzzle over the
trivial subjects which were
provided by my classes.
When I was asked to leave for
break, I was surprised to find
that 1 had not ventured off of
campus since 1 had-gotten
here. When I returrte'd"' home,
I found that I was, once again,
capable of living my own life.
I felt the same refreshment
which I had felt but a few
years ago, after returning
home from the Czech Republic.
When I was sent back to
school, I experienced the same
sinking feeling with which I
was greeted every time I woke
upand went to that bar in the
Czech Republic. I knew it was
only a matter of time before 1
became oblivious once again
to the cares of the outside
world. Try as I might, 1
couldn't fight off the anaesthetic that is Trinity College.
Once again, I fell into the
comfortably numb way of
life. I found that, like the
mental patients in "One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest", I was incapable of
leaving. I couldn't muster
the strength to pick up the
water fountain and throw it
through the window.
When I confronted other
people about this phenomenon, I found that, much like
myself, others felt a definite
sinking feeling every time
they returned to the college.
Thus I concluded that the
reason why college life takes
so much getting used to is
that it is entirely.foreign to
anything one would experience in the outside world.
I'm not sure whether this
quality is extremely adverse
to the college, 1 just sometimes wish that my education would make more of an
effort to include the outside
world as a reference. As for
, my mother, I think I'll stick
with the "I've been really
busy speech. After all,:if it;
ain't broke...

reading "lengthy columns of
other sections." I read them, I
For the last three and a half wrote them, and shame on you
years, I have been an avid sup- for insulting me and every other
porter of The Tripod as a reader, person who read them along
as a writer, and as an editor. Yet with me. On behalf of many
despite this support, as stated in members of this community at
Dr. Armageddon's Advice Jor Trinity College, I ask one quesLife, this semester's staff seems tion: Who are you to call another
to think that I am stupid. Not person stupid? If it is in your
only that, but I am not the type opinion that Around Trinity v/&s
of reader that they want to read not worth the. space it took up,
the newspaper. As a writer, lam so be it. But you have no right
offended. As a former editor and insulting a community who
one of the former authors of the may disagree with you. Is it belate Around Trinity, I am ap- cause you don't want the colpalled. And as a student of this umn in the paper, or is it because
college, I am disgusted that a you can't write the column?
small group of people have deI hope that the next time I
cided for the rest of us what is open up The Trinity Tripod, 1
worthy enough to be read.
will not have my intelligence
Simply because I found enjoy- insulted. If it were a purchased
ment in reading small quips publication, insulting your readabout Trinity's campus life does ers would be a sure way to lose
not mean that I am "stupid." their subscriptions.
Simply because, alongside with
others, 1 wrote small quips about Sincerely,
Trinity's campus life does not Linda Sun Pacylowski '99
mean that I am incapable of Fea tures Editor 1997-98
To the Editor:

Student, Faculty Interaction Discouraged
To the Editor:
Although many people have
voiced their discontent over the
changes made at Gallows Hill
Bookstore, they should have seen
it coming. The changes in the atmosphere of the bookstore are
only the most recent in a string
of event s which are marking the
demise of social interaction at
Trinity*

•
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Bistro? Drunken festivities at
the Party Barn? The Underground Coffeehouse may offer a
glimmer of hope for Trinity'sailing social atmosphere, but other
than that, social interaction, especially with professors, has
been limited to the occasional
word during chance encounters
along the Long Walk.
If Trinity College truly aspires to improve its image, we
must look beyond the posturing
and rhetoric of 'neighborhood
revitalization' and other measures that aim at improving
Trinity's physical appearance.
Until the students and administration truly commit to raising the quality of academic life
on campus,Trinity's potential to
become a better and more respected institution will remain
unrealized. Perhaps the most
important step to this end
would be to provide the community a comfortable, informal
space where people can interact
and exchange ideas and
thoughts. Eliminating such areas is the surest way to perpetuate the intellectual stagnation
that characterizes this campus.

Let's put it in perspective:
Starting a few-years ago, overcrowding of residence halls
forced ORL to convert most student lounges into dorm rooms,
eliminating one of the most accessible social spaces available.
Next, The View, although one
of the more dubious social
spaces available to students, was
closed when a company owned
by a trustee purchased the property and chose not to renew their
lease. The Tap, too, is slated to
close in a few months, according
to rumors.
Finally, Gallows Hill, which
provided a comfortable atmosphere where students and professors could interact informally,
demonstrated its intentions to
become a 'Hartford bookstore,' in
the process alienating the Trinity community. What few op- Sincerely,
tions remain? Keg night at the Jacob Kasell,'99

An Apology

To the Trinity Community:
We are writing to offer an apology and explanation for a
mistaken reference contained on page three of last week's
Tripod. The title of the.Faculty Views column, "Trinity Has
its Own Goldstein," was not suggested by Dr. Jerry Watts nor
was it meant to offend. The surname "Goldstein" was
thought to represent a character contained in Orwell's novel
1984. It was The Tripod's belief that this character was symbolic of the theme of "double-speak" contained within Dr.
Watts' article. This reference was erroneous and has offended many members of the community. We offer our sincerest apologies and accept full responsibility for this error.
The Tripod will make every effort to assure that a mistake of
this nature does not happen again.
Sincerely,
James Griffith, Opinion Editor
Andrew Weiss, Opinion Editor

•
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Community Groups Unveil Plans for Renewal
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BY RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Editor

Last Wednesday evening, The
Inter-Neighborhood Collaborative, the Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance and
Urban Strategies released their
"Strategic Plan for Neighborhood Renewal" at Trinity.
Displayed on the floor of the
Washington Room of Mather
Hall were maps, plans, and a
building model which each displayed the many changes that
INC, SINA, and Urban Strategies hope to bring to the city of
Hartford. Representatives of all
sectors of Hartford were
present, including merchants,
residents, and community acr
tivists.
Joe Barber, a member of INC,
began the presentation by discussing the creation of INC: "Before the formation of INC in
1997, there was no comprehensive effort made to coordinate
discussions about the future of
Hartford, and that soon became
our role." He also addressed the
importance of community activism, stating, "There is no invisible hand that will make
things happen for us."
Barber concluded by stating,
"This is the first step, but probably the most important. We
now have a plan that will enable
us to become proactive. We
must now take the next step
and prioritize so that we may
continue to be effective."
Kenneth Greeriberg of Urtan
Strategies, the urban-planning
consulting firm involved with
the creation of the "Strategic
Plan", discussed the downward
trend Hartford recently experienced and voice his gratitude to
the Trinity community for developingan interest in Hartford.
"Trinity, up to a couple years ago,
was like most colleges, becoming a closed-gate community
and turning in on itself."
Specific changes displayed on
the maps and plans include the
connection of major streets,

NATO Issues
Ultimatum to
Kosovo; US
Offers Support
(CNN)- On Sunday, Vice
President Al Gore announced
that The United States is currently debating whether to send
ground forces into Kosovo to
monitor a peace accord between the Serbian government
and separatist rebels.
The White House approved
the move by NATO to force
peace talks in Yugoslavia. Gore
emphasized that the focus is
currently on "implementation
before negotiation", but cautioned that NATO would respond forcefully if Yugoslav
President Milosevic does not
"keep the agreement he entered
into."
The Contact Group on Yugoslavia, made up of six nations,
has scheduled peace talks to
take place in France this week,
with hopes that an accord between Belgrade and Albanian
rebels may be reached within
three weeks.
The Contact Group has
agreed that if an agreement for
Kosovo is not reached that they
would consider military action.
NATO approved this move by

encompassing Main, Washington and Broad. Plans also included the development of
"retail corridors", including
Zion Street and New Britain
Avenue. Many amenities, including gateways, benches and
lamps, are also being planned
for New Britain Avenue.
The Learning Corridor, a
project already in progress, lies
on Vernon and Broad and is ex-

plans as a "neighborhood driven
process" that resulted from the
cooperation of Hartford residents and merchants. The plans
that were released as more of a
"vision" than a strategy. "For the
first time we know what we
want our neighborhood to look
like. We will not be happy until it is a reality."
Barber also clarified Trinity's
role in the creation of the "Stra-

Urban
ter Plan." Barber
Barber praised
praised Urban
Strategies and their commitment to the creation of the
Hartford plans, stating,"Urban
Strategies just went above and

is that these are more than
plans. These are strategies that
we have already begun to
implement and we will continue to do so."

"This is a great example of neighborhoods
and institutions cooperating for the
improvement of the community." - Joe Barber

beyond what we expected.
They went out into the community and actually determined
the needs of the community."
While the plans for revitalization were largely funded by
institutions involved in the
Hartford area, Barber noted,
"There was no undue influence
by the institutions involved.
Both sides worked on an equal
footing. These plans reflect the
desires of merchants and residents more than anything else."
He also noted, "This is a great
example of neighborhoods and
institutions cooperating for the
improvement of the community."
"You hear a lot about Hartford
revitalization, with the developments in downtown Hartford
and the arrival of the Patriots.
But here is where the real planning takes place. For positive,
sustainable change to happen, it
has to come from the people
who live there."
Addressing Trinity's interest
ANDY SHEPARD
in
funding the creation of the
Kenneth Greenberg discusses Hartford
plans,
Barber stated, "Trinity has
redevelopment projects
begun opening its gates because
pected. to link several educa- tegic Plan", stating "Trinity got it is part of Hartford commutional lnstitutionsi including the moVjprnejat: started with.. ,. nity. It Gannot-SUTsive, without
the Montessori School of Art their development of a master a thriving neighborhood. Trinand a middle school.
plan specifically for their cam- ity, like other institutions, has
These planned developments pus, and we began where they realized it cannot be an island.
are expected to lead to the cre- left off." He also added, "Trin- The two are interdependent.
ation of new employment op- ity, as a leading member of One cannot thrive without the
portunities within Hartford SINA, was not as much involved other. Partnerships with the
Hospital, The Institute of Liv- with planning but the provid- neighborhood are as good for
ing, and the Learning Corridor, ing of funds to make things the community as for the institutions, including Trinity."
adjacent to Trinity College. The happen."
new and renovated housing is
Eddie Perez, Associate Vice
The financial resources proexpected to increase home- vided by Trinity went to the hir- President for Community and
ownership in currently "aban- ing of Urban Strategies, an Government Relations who bedoned" areas like Frog Hollow. urban-planning group based in came Trinity's contact for in the
Barber, in a later interview, Montreal who previously creation of the "Strategic Plan"
described the creation of the worked with Trinity on its "Mas- commented, "What excites me
the Contact Group and offered Lewinsky remains sequestered. VT) were also present at the
their military support.
Senate rules prohibit Sena- deposition.
The deposition marked a fiBritain and France have al- tors from commenting on
nal attempt by House prosecuready offered troops to police Lewinsky's taped deposition,
such an agreement, though the
Before the questioning, House tors to turn the tide of public
White House has failed to make prosecutors expected Lewinsky opinion and prove, that the
such a commitment. "We have to support an obstruction-of- president should be removed
to look at what the mission is, justice charge with "almost to- from office.
what the circumstances are,
Vernon Jordan, Clinton's
what others are prepared to do
friend who aided Lewinsky in
and consult very intensively
, finding a job, and Sidney
with the Congress. We've made
Blumenthal, A White House
•no decision. The president's
aide, are also expected to be
made no decisions," said Naquestioned this week. •
tional.Security Adviser Samuel
The impeachment trial will
,:Berger.
resume on Thursday after Senators have reviewed the depositions of Lewinsky, Jordan, and
Lewinsky
Blumenthal.
Questioned by
Barring any startling develtal recall" of her discussions opments in future depositions,
House
with the president. House man- Senate Republicans and DemoProsecutors
agers were expected to question crats have agreed that the final
Lewinsky about her affair with vote in the trial will be held Feb(CNN)- House prosecutors Clinton and about charges that ruary 12.
questioned Monica Lewinsky he committed perjury and obon Monday as they sought to structed justice in order to conIndia and US
elicit new information that ceal their relationship.
would, aid them in making a
Monday's questioning is be- Negotiate
case for the impeachment of lieved to be the most exhaustive Nuclear Testing
President Clinton.
yet for Lewinsky, who has testiThe meeting between fied extensively in front of In- Ban Treaty
Lewinsky and the lawyers dependent Counsel Ken Starr's
lastedapproximatelysix hours. grand jury.
(The New York Times)- After
No questions were asked by the
Lewinsky was questioned by three days, the US and India
Clinton defense team. Partici- Rep. Ed Bryant (R-TN) on be- were unresolved as to the signpants said nothing as they ex- half of the House team. Sen. ing of the Comprehensive Test
ited the Mayflower Hotel, where Dewine and Patrick Leahy (D- Ban Treaty, though negotiators

Edie Lacey, Co-Chair of INC,
commented on the success of
the press conference stating,
"The press conference was a
party for all involved, including
residents, politicians, developers, and the representatives of
institutions. It was largely a celebration for Trinity and other
SINA members,. I was delighted
at the turnout, which was more
than twice what we had expected."
She added, "One. man I knew,
a resident of Hartford who had
stuck it out during the worst
years, came up to me after the
press conference, gave me a hug,
and stated he felt "300 percent"
better about the way this city
was going. That makes all the
time and effort worth it."
Mary Sherwin, a representative from the Department of
Environmental Protection,
commented, "I work with Hartford neighborhoods on environmental concerns and we are
excited about people having the
chance to plan and implement
a more people-oriented landscape." Sherwin. also credited
Trinity for its support of the city

.«J4^tfe>tf a/wnmwtagf ."It's
impressive that Trinity Was
willing to provide the resources
to equip the city of Hartford
with consultants and make the
plans become a reality."
Kelly Karcher '00, a student
who attended the event stated,
"I think it's important that students, especially at Trinity, be
aware of what's going on in the
community and the city. The
INC presentation was a fantastic way to display the efforts of
the committee and interact
with people who care."
were largely satisfied with the
progress of this, the eighth
round of nuclear weapons talks.
"We have had a very fruitful,
productive and constructive
three days of discussion," Foreign Minister. Jaswant Singh
told journalists in New Delhi
after talks with US Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott.
Talks began when India initiated underground nuclear
testing last May. The Pakistani
government soon followed with
its own tests.
The tests were answered with
military and economic sanctions imposed by the US and
other countries. The nations
also began meeting for talks
aimed at persuading India to
sign the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty, which bans all
nuclear tests.
The Indian government refuses to sign the treaty, citing its
need for defense against the
threat from neighbors Pakistan
and China. The ninth round of
negotiations is scheduled to begin before the middle of this
year.
A joint statement issued after
the talks stated both sides were
"satisfied" with the talks, during
which they explored "proposals
for harmonizing" their views on
security.
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Man Charged in
Police Killing
(The Hartford Courant)- On Friday,
January 29, Hartford police arrested Jose
A, Gonzalez, a man investigators believe
^ to be the driver in a four-person team
whose botched robbery ended with the
slaying of East Hartford Police Officer
Brian Aselton last Sunday.
Gonzalez is charged with felony murder in addition to several other crimes,
completing a massive investigation into
Aselton's killing. He is the fourth person
charged in Aselton's death, which occurred in East Hartford at the home of
Gregorio Velez.
Alex Sostre, the man accused of shooting Aselton, Nency Forty and Erika
Vilchel, approached Gonzalez Saturday
evening for a ride to a nearby pizza place.
After driving them to the pizza place,
Gonzalez waited inside his blue Plymouth Voyager while Vilchel went inside for pizza, the family said.. After a
while, Vilchel returned to the car with
the pizza. When Sostre and Forty failed
to return to the minivan, Gonzalez and
Vilchel left, the family said.
Police say Alex "Noel" Sostre, 23, who
lives across from Gonzalez at 189 Russ
St., fired a single shot into Aselton's forehead, killing him. Sostre took the gun
from Velez, who he had just viciously
beaten, and confronted a surprised
Aselton in a hallway, sources said.
Aselton was responding to a noise complaint when he was shot.
Gonzalez is a longtime Hartford resident, living on Putnam Street before
moving to the rented house on Russ
Street several years ago with his three
daughters; aged 19,16 and 12, his 21-yearold son and his wife of more than 20
:
years.
v
Gonzalez was held on $3 million bail
and will be arraigned Monday at
Manchester Superior Court.
•
'
In addition to felony murder charges,
Sostre and Forty have been charged with
capital felony and theft of a firearm
along with several other crimes.
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Suspects Sentenced
in Millionaire
Kidnapping

Hartford NFL Player
Arrested for
Soliciting Oral Sex

(The Hartford Courant)- The third
participant in the February 1998 kidnapping of an East Windsor businessman was sentenced to 10 years in federal
prison Friday.
Willie Legette, 31, was given a lesser
sentence than the other two defendants
sentenced this month because of his cooperation in naming the fourth person
involved in the kidnapping. US District

(ESPN)- Eugene Robinson, safety for
the Atlanta Falcons with roots in Hartford, was arrested for soliciting an undercover police officer for oral sex on
Saturday evening, the evening before Super Bowl XXXIII.
Police say Robinson was arrested at 9
PM. Saturday evening on Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, a major "red light dis-

Judge Dominic J. Squatrito also sentenced Legette to five years of supervised
release after he serves his prison term.
Legette pleaded guilty in April to joining two former co-workers in kidnapping Nicholas Martinelli, beating him,
driving him to a Bronx, N.Y., motel and
holding him hostage for 27 hours.,
Legette was part of a plot.devised by
Edward L. Peyton Jr. as a way to take revenge against executives of his former
employer, Addressing Services Co. of East
Hartford. Peyton claimed he was bitter
because the company fired him and
owed him $130,000.
Legette said he was under stress at the
time of the kidnapping. "I'm truly sorry
for the pain and suffering of Mr.
Martinelli," Legette said. "At the hotel
room, maybe I could have done something but I was fearful of my own safety."
Legette was given credit for testifying
in an evidentiary hearing in October and
for telling federal officials a fourth person, Peyton's cousin James M.
Charlemagne, was involved in the plot.
Apter, attorney for the state, Legette
has been cooperative with the FBI and
US. Attorney's office after he was captured, but his actions in the kidnapping
warranted a severe prison sentence.

trict ° He was driving alone in a rented
vehicle when he offered an undercover
officer $40 for oral sex.
Robinson was released from Miami
police headquarters around 11 PM to Falcons general manager Harold
Richardson. The player promised to re-

turn for a court appearance, which is
typically scheduled within thirty days,
after the arrest
The misdemeanor charge carries a
maximum sentence of 60 days in jail, but
most first-time offenders are offered a
combination of community service and
a fine. The car has been impounded and
will cost $1,000 to retrieve.
Falcons Coach Dan Reeves allowed
Robinson to start the Super Bowl, even
though the player admitted he had no
rest the night before the season's biggest
game.
"It was a little distracting, but I don't
think it was a major factor, "Reeves said.
" My major concern was whether he was
going to be ready to play, and he said he
was. I thought he did a good job."
Robinson apologized to his family and
teammates after causing such a distraction the night before the Falcons first
appearance in the NFL title game in their
33-year history.
"Reputation, I can deal with that,"
Robinson said. "But my wife, that means
much more to me. I truly love my wife. I
love my kids. I'm sorry that 1 had to drag
them through that type of deal."

Cave Under Construction

separates the west corner from the TV
area, dividing one large area into smaller,
Announcements Editor
more intimate spaces. In mid-February,
a moveable wall will be installed to enThe new Cave is taking shape. Stu- close the TV area and separate it from the
dents returning from winter break were main dining area. This wall will remet with Phase I of the renovations to semble those that divide the Terrace
the Cave. The west corner of the Cave, Rooms on the second floor in Mather.
now called the "Cave Cafe", has been The top half of the wall in the Cave, howtransformed. The major changes include ever, will be glass, so the TV may be seen
the addition of a carpet, the construction from outside the enclosed TV area. In the
of a wall separating the TV from the rest evenings, the wall will be folded back to
of the room, the addition of several data open the TV area to the rest of the dinports, as well as the extension of the din- ing area.
ing area into the hallway by the.bpokIn mid-February, new round tables
and wooden chairs, over stuffed chairs
The structural change, the addition of and love seats, magazine racks and table
the wall, is most influential in changing lamps will arrive to furnish the Cave
the atmosphere of the Cave. A solid wall Cafe. The tables that are currently in the
west corner will be moved into the TV
area.
Phase II of the renovation project will
be implemented over the summer and
will revamp the main dining area. The
wa 11s wi 11 be painted, the booths redone,
and the tables and chairs will be replaced. There will be a mix of rectangular, square and circular tables.
The purpose of the renovations is to
enhance the atmosphere, providing
space for more intimate programming,
and to promote awareness of social opportunities other than large parties.
^ W A S H I N G T O N DC*
Some of these programs include
karaoke, comedy club events to showcase local comedians, and DJ game
nights. In addition, Student Activities
Our campus is located in the heart of the nation's capital,
has teamed up with the Office of Resijust a few blocks from the White House and the World Bank.
dential Life to sponsor an Urban Poetry
Summer Programs
Jam, a popular venue for artistic expresOffering over 500 courses from May through August
sion that combines poetry and music.
"Flavor" music weekends will offer perHigh School Programs
formances by local and campus musiYoung Women's Leadership Program
cians playing jazz, blues, soul, pop, Latin,
International Programs
and Afro-Caribbean music. Interactive
International Human Rights Law at Oxford
game shows such as "Make Me Laugh,"
"Blizzard of Bucks," and "Fun Flicks" will
Tropical Marine Ecology, Bahamas
be covered by TTV. In another collaboInternational Environmental Policy Management and Global
ration with ORL, Student Activities will
Marketing, Australia
...
sponsor a version of "Singled Out," covInternational Business and Tourism Studies, Costa Rica
ering not only game show part, but the
Education and Culture, Vietnam
date as well,
BY KATHERINE KIMBER

.... ifi

Univer
U
^ e y

Session*

Media and International Affairs, London and Belfast
Paleo-anthropology Field Program, China
International Relations, Budapest

Special Programs in Washington, D.C.
Women's Entrepreneurship Program
Summer TESOL Institute
Field Study in Historical Archaeology
Museums and the Public: Exhibiting Culture
Infant Intervention Summer Institute

I
\
I

For more information:
call 202.994.6360 • e-mail sumprogs@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu
web www.gwu.edu/~specprog/
GW is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

:

April Brown-Carthen, director of
Mather Campus Center and Student Activities, noted that alcoholwould be
offered at some of the events planned for
the Cave. "The point," Brown-Carthen
said, "is not to remove alcohol completely
from the Trinity social scene, but to advocate responsible drinking, and also to
offer it in a more intimate setting than
at a large party."
Ms. April Brown-Carthen, Mather Hall
Director, and Beth Egan, Student Activities Coordinator welcome student input
and ideas for program activities, as well
as feedback on the Renovations and the
plans for the future.
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Conference Addresses Dean Of Faculty Questions

short list of applicants to be in- not have presented the faculty
continued from page one
idea that the Dean of Faculty is terviewed by faculty members and the President with the best
hired and fired at the discretion and the president. Both the fac- possible candidates. In an interof the faculty means that he is a ulty and the president had the view Professor Kassow asserted
hostage to every clamoring of right to reject any of the candi- that he has "grave questions"
dates and the final choice for the about the previous search. Rethe faculty."
Yet another perspective of the new Dean of Faculty was to be gardless of suggestions made for
role of the Dean of Faculty was accepted by the faculty and the the next search and questions
surrounding previous searches,
given in an interview with As- president.
sociate Professor of History Jack
Chatfield. He stated that, "at a
"What's the point of searching for a Dean of
college such as Trinity it is vital
Faculty without first struggling for some
that the President of the college
power to enable that office to be secure?" be guided and at times perhaps
countered or checked by a
Professor Maurice Wade
strong and respected Dean of
the Faculty." Furthermore, ProTwo possible alterations to the faculty "overwhelmingly refessor Chatfield believes the the traditional search model affirmed its commitment to
ideal Dean of Faculty should be were discussed at the meeting. overseeing the search for the
fable to "work in harmony with Vice President for Student Ser- next Dean of Faculty," accordthe president but not defer to his vices Sharon Hertzberger sug- ing to Professor of Biology Dan
every wish and whim."
gested that a search firm be Blackburn.
Although the faculty was
The second discussion at the brought in order to broaden the
faculty meeting addressed the hiring field for the new Dean of able to reach a near-unanimous
nature of the search process for Faculty During the last search decision to retain the old search
a Dean of Faculty. With Miller the idea of a "headhunting" firm
Brown in the position of interim was suggested, and resisted by
Dean, the college will soon be- the search committee. There is
gin to look at possible candi- some concern amongst faculty
continued from page one
dates to fill the position. New members that such a move professor into evidence.
models were introduced for the would enable President Dobelle Springer believes it was essensearch process and the old pro- to gain more control over the tial for the jury to see Craine's
search.
cedure was evaluated.
qualifications juxtaposed with
Historically the Dean of FacProfessor of History Samuel those of a chemist.
Springer's first action was a
ulty has been chosen through Kassow suggested that the facthe combined efforts of the fac- ulty not concentrate on the motion to set aside the verdict,
ulty and the president TheFac- makeup of the faculty search which awarded Craine a total of
ulty Conference appointed six committee, but that they stress $12.7 million for sex discriminamembers of the faculty to serve the importance of retaining the tion, lost wages, emotional dison a'search committee. This power to veto any applicant tress, and punitive damages.
search committee represented that the President brings before • Should this measure fail, the
the entire faculty, in that it drew the faculty.
, . Trinity team hopes to get the
an equal amount of professors
The legitimacy of Trinity's punitive damage award re-,
from each discipline and rank- last search for Dean of Faculty duced to below the federal cap
ing. A nationwide, search, of was openly questioned at the of $300,000: Trinity's final oppossible candidates for Dean of meeting. Some faculty mem- tion is an entirely new trial.
Faculty allowed the faculty bers believe that the process
Craine admits that the award
search committee to produce a used in previous searches may amount was "unusually large."

model, some faculty members
still questioned the ultimate
productivity of the meeting.
Professor of Philosophy
Maurice Wade saw flaws in the
faculty's debate over the search
for Dean. Professor Wade raised
the question, "What's the point
of searching for a Dean of Faculty without first struggling for
some power to enable that office
to be secure?"
Professor Wade's comment
exemplifies the underlying debate at the meeting: the issue of
faculty governance. For those
who believe that the Dean of
Faculty should represent the
faculty, it is necessary to have a
say in the search for a new Dean.
Faculty governance is an issue
that is inseparable from the
question of the Dean of Faculty
role at the college.
Other faculty members do

not view faculty governance
with the same importance.
Professor of History Samuel
Kassow states that "Compared
to other liberal arts colleges the
faculty at Trinity has more
power than most in faculty governance." Furthermore Professor Kassow stated, "Excessively
strong faculty power in governance is not always a good
thing, just as excessively strong
trustee power is not good." The
faculty remains strongly divided on the issue of faculty
governance and the ideal role of
the Dean of Faculty.
The search for a new Dean of
Faculty is not yet underway.
Although the faculty wants the
search to be overseen in its previous form, some faculty members believe that a headhunting
firm will probably take part in
the process:

Trinity Appeals The Craine Verdict

TRINITY IVY, 1993
The Chemistry Department in 1993
But she also emphasizes that the less of what happens at the apmoney was "not the main point" peal stage, the message has been
of her decision to sue, "1 think sent."

do with a message, not with the
money," she said, and "regard-

pected to last at least six months •
to a year.

TRINITY COLLEGE PRISENTS
s-y

ESSE ^/ACKSON
A Return to Activism in the 21st Century

TRINITY
COLLEGE

Monday, February 8, 1999
8:00 p.m.
Oosting Gymnasium
Ferris Athletic Center
TRINITY COLLEGE
Hartfordy Connecticut
Information: (860) 297-2088

Sponsored by: President's Office, College Democrats,
Imani, and Multicultural Affairs Committee
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Seven Students Chosen
In Recent Election
continued from page one

ANDYSHEPARD

SGA Winner Luke
Klein-Berndt
Mahoney '99, is the Reading Week question. Egan stated the SGA will focus on
"making the Reading Week more academic" in order "not to make people understand it as a vacation."
Other issues with which the SGA
plans to deal include shuttle schedules
to the cinema and mall, the spring housing lottery, the activities budget and the
sponsoring of student activities.
The SGA intends to begin work immediately, having held their first meeting of
the spring semester last "Thursday
evening, and also its first open meeting
for all those interested in campus life. '
As students, new SGA members must
learn to balance academics and their

new responsibilities. Valassis admitted
that though she doesn't have much time,
she believes that SGA "is more important" and she expects to make it a priority.
During the fall semester SGA worked
on a variety of issues in a short period of
time: alcohol happenings and alcohol
policies, holiday plans and parties, academic affairs, surveys on multiple issues,
residential program and financial aid,
budget, community service and student
life.
Egan stressed that the SGA is a student
organization by stating that, "All the
meetings are open, and all people cam
come and share their thoughts."

Students Left Flat
On January 24 two students parked their cars behind The Columns house at 81
Vernon Street. One vehicle was found with two flat tires, and the other vehicle
had one flat tire. Screws were found placed inside the tires.

Drivers Ed 101
A student leaving the Tap on the night of January 26 was intercepted by Hartford Police after driving through two stop signs on Summit Street. The student
was issued a summons and will appear in court at a later date.

Breaking & Entering
An unidentified person entered an administrator's apartment on Allen Place
onjanuary 26. It is not certain if a key was used to gain entry. The apartment was
ransacked, but nothing was taken.

The Day The Music Died
A resident of Jackson room 324 reported the loss of 50 CD's valued at approximately $750. A Locknetics Audit revealed one suspicious transaction. Action is
being taken to change the combination and find the party responsible.
SGA Winner
Soulaf reda Valassis

Windows Shatter All Over Campus
In an apparent attempt.atauto theft, the window of a car parked in the.CPTV
lot was broken and the ignition was damaged. Evidence suggests that the suspects were unable to start the car.
Onjanuary 30, a female student reported to Campus Safety that the right front
passenger window of her 1986 Chevy Nova had been broken. There was no other
damage to the car.

bate and suggest changes until May,
The back window of a Toyota Landrunner parked in the Summit A lot was
Vatican Seeks
a final vote will be taken.
broken by what appears to be a pellet gun. No items were taken from the car.
Greater Control Over when
Colymbia Defends
Catholic Universities Affirmative
Action In Haven't I Seen You Somewhere Before?
(U-WIRE) BOSTON, Mass. - Several Admissions
A Campus Safety officer found a freshman with an open container of beer in

college administrators are protesting
against a proposal released by the
Vatican that would allow local bishops
to play a greater role in the academic
policies of Catholic universities, arguing
that it may undermine the basic tenets
of American higher education.
The Vatican's proposal officially
brings universities under the jurisdiction
of Vatican law, requiring theology professors at each of America's 236 Catholic universities to earn a mandate from
local bishops ensuring they have been
teaching in accordance with Catholic
doctrine. Universities would also be required to maintain a majority of "faithful Catholics" on their faculty and boards
of trustees.
The changes proposed by the Vatican
have been criticized by administrators
from several prominent Catholic institutions, including Boston College and
the University of Notre Dame. Administrators fear that the proposed changes
will violate the academic freedom and
institutional autonomy of American
schools.
Charles Currie, head of the American
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, states: "We agree completely
with the Vatican's mission, but we feel as
though the ideas that have been proposed are inappropriate to the U.S. system of education."
• A system that makes professors subject to the will of bishops and fails to recognize their professional integrity,
Currie said, would only reduce their
credibility among colleagues and discourage professors from entering the
field of theology. Catholic identity can
be intensified, Currie said, without reducing the academic freedom of students and faculty.
Currie also voiced displeasure at the
term "faithful Catholics", which he feels
is too ambiguous.
The latest version of the document
was approved by the bishops in November, but colleges will be permitted to de-

(U-WIRE) NEW YORK, N.Y —One
day after the Center for Individual
Rights (CIR) launched its nationwide
campaign against the use of affirmative
action in college admissions procedures,
Columbia officials defended the school's
admissions policies as not only legal, but
essential to the creation of a diverse student body.
Former Columbia Dean of Students
Roger Lehecka was reluctant to characterize the school's admissions policies as
a form of affirmative action, a phrase
which refers to a government program
established in the 1970s requiring colleges and other institutions to see that
they searched affirmatively for a broad
range of candidates in admissions and
hiring procedures. Lehecka stated Columbia admissions officers have been
using such searching policies since the
mid-60s, in an attempt to recruit "good
students who will provide them with a
diverse class."
CIR is accusing "nearly every elite college in America" of violating nondiscrimination laws in a full-page
advertisement that encouraged students
to order a free handbook that explains
how to investigate a school's admissions
policies and possibly file a lawsuit
against the school.
The law in question was established by
a 1978 Supreme Court decision which
found the use of racial quotas in the admissions process to be illegal. According
to the decision, known as Bakke, race can
be used as one of several criteria in admissions.
Up to this date, institutions which
have fallen under scrutiny for admissions policies in past court cases have
been exclusively public. Lehecka was
skeptical that CIR's initiative would have
any success whatsoever at private institutions such as Columbia.
"It would be a terribly destructive
thing in our society," he said. "Columbia
does something that should be protected
and not attacked."

the North Campus dormitory. The student reluctantly admitted to the infr-action
and disposed of the alcohol. When the officer was leaving the building, he witnessed the same student with another open container. The student's name has
been forwarded to the Director of the Office of Residential Life.

Crime Pays (But Not Much)
Onjanuary 29, a student employee at the Smith House left her pocketbook
unattended for a short period of time. When she returned she found that $8 had
been taken.

We'll Pay

For Your Time and
Your Education
$11.14/hour +Tuition Reimbursement

INSURANCE SALES & SERVICE OPP0RHMHES

Part-Time, Evenings
College students can make the rrtost of their evenings in this great opportunity from The
Hartford Affinity Group. You'll receive invaluable li/orir experience, part-time hours, excellent
pay and be eligible to take part in
The Hartford's Tuition Reimbursement Program.
Students who work Part-Time for 6 months can qualify for tuition reimbursement:
$1,500/year for Undergraduate Students
$2,5007year for Graduate Students

At The Hartford, we understand taw important it is to be prepared for the future. And, here's an excellent
way to make your future tuition hills a lot more affordable. Our fast-growing Affinity Insurance Center in
Farmington has new openings for enthusiastic, self-directed individuals to apply their talents to this
extremely active segment of our business. With'incredible benefits like these, you can consider ihis
part-time opportunity a full-time investment in your future.
Successful candidates will:
, • '
'
• Handle inbound calls from potential customers
• Identity customer needs and counsel on automobile coverage needs
To qualify, you must have
• Strong listening and communication skills
• Windows 95 experience
Jump-start your career in our dynamic, team-oriented work environment. For more information mail or
fax your resume to: The Hartford Personal Lines Affinity Center,8 Fann Springs, Famrngtim, CT
06032; F u : (860) 409-820S. We are an equal opportunity-employer.

Bring It On!
Makethe most of your time @ www.tfiehartford.com

THE
HARTFORD
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Great Moments In Basketball Translated
How To
A French Children's Encyclopedia
Buy Good From
The Definitive (Unabridged) Editorial. Edition
Press: A
Guide For
Beginners

Schrempf's baseball debut did not go
as well as Rose or the Germans expected,
mostly due to his total unfamiliarity
with the game and a strike zone the size
of most shortstops. However, after living
several months riding around the country on the roofs of Amtrak trains he was
T—r—.
dominant individual- spotted and immediately given a conFor those of you who were able to re- ism and character-driven appeal is a tract by the Indiana Pacers. The impact
sist the temptation of watching all seven topic which draws opinions from people; was felt immediately, as he scored 125
hours of the Super Bowl pregame show People who share my passion or people points and grabbed three rebounds in a
long enough to read the Sunday Boston who don't see the attraction at all. For the game against the Golden State Warriors.
"g"
" Globe, there was a sur1/AN
prise for you waiting in46 year-old police officer Eddie Scarfo, in pursuit of
B E R M 4 N s '^ e t ' ne °P"ed section. In
the dream of so many children, successfully tried out
Basketball. With one word I can elicit
all sorts of feelings and emotions from
anyone who reads it. The acute observer
notices that this is true with just about
^ . , , , - ^ . n B a r i y WOrd, like anthroJDEVIN
pomorphic or radish.
PHARR
Basketball, with it's

•

w iii I'I * a column entitled "Hart-

ford has Trinity and more," David Nyhan
waxed poetic about the great things our
school is doing to lead the renaissance of
our fair city
There's really nothing new in the article—if you're that interested in this sort
of thing, you can read old New York
Times clips about Dobelle and Trinity
located in the foyer of either the
President's office or the Admissions office. The articles all explain how the
former Pittsfield, Mass, mayor is assisting
to clean up the city. He has helped
Timothy's stay in business, created the
Learning Corridor, and envisioned the
Trinity Plaza ice skating rink.
Nyhan's article was not a very good
piece of journalism, considering that
during his recent visit to Trinity, he was
paraded around campus by Jim Mullen
and Jim King, both of whom are mentioned in the article and just happen to
teach the class to which Nyhan spoke. To
be, {rank, Nyhan -was lazy, which resulted in a story that only the Development office could love. Nyhan's story
was completely true, but woefully incomplete. (But since when does the Globe
let the whole truth get in the way of a
good story?)
Personally, 1 would like to think that
there were some people outside of Will-

Nyhan's story was
completely true, but
woefully incomplete.
iams Memorial and the Crescent Street
headquarters of Project 2002 who were
happy to see the Globe piece. Despite the
dangerously lax reporting, 1 was glad to
see the article for the simple and disturbing reason that there simply hasn't been
much to be happy about Around Trinity lately.
Now, for the record, 1 AM NOT IMPLYING IN ANY WAY/SHAPE, OR FORM,
THAT TRINITY SHOULD ACCEPT
GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS IN THE
PLACE OF POSITIVE AND CONCRETE
CHANGE. Quite simply, that's no way to
run a college. But one would think that
see BLAME on page eleven

for the Houston Rockets.
rest of you just reading along to see the
point, all I can say is that I wish everyone could understand why this sport is
of such importance to me and that you're
probably looking in the wrong section
for that anyway.
The problem I most often encounter
as a "student of the game" is that the
scope of the game is large enough that
any conversation involving specifics
leaves many people confused, alienated
or disinterested. I have felt like that in the
past, for certain things like grammar, algebra and field hockey. I hope that you
will also make an attempt to gain an appreciation or respect for something not
completely understood. For example I
now know that in field hockey the ball
can't hit your foot. I'm pretty sure this is
done to prevent players from protecting
possession of the ball by stomping it into
the ground and waiting for support from ,,
your teammates.
t
(Despite my expertise, I sometimes
prefer to look at the game from the perspective of the layman, especially in the
context of history in which we all suffer
fromsuch limited perspective.)So below
1 have compiled some of the more amazing and noteworthy events in the history
of basketball. While such research is
hardly a chore I feel that the amount of
effort put in will hopefully be reflected
in the quality and accuracy of the information gathered.
One of the most masterful performances and performers of all time was
the fantastic game played in 1986 by
Detlef Schrempf. Schrempf, born in Germany, was discovered by Pete Rose, manager of the Cincinnati Reds on a scouting
trip through Europe . Having lost his
baggage in Frankfurt, an infuriated Rose
demanded that the Germans present
him with someone to scout for his baseball machine or else "heads would roll."
Scared beyond belief the German officials awoke a bewildered Schrempf, the
only athlete available on such short notice. He was quickly hurried to the airport and flew out to Florida for spring
training the next day.

It remains the third highest scoring total in basketball history behind the controversial 131 points scored by an
inebriated Matt Goukas in 1978 and
Whitey Ford's 260 points in a charity
game against some fifth graders.

NBAC0M
Detlef Schrempf (that's
him with the ball) drives
towards the basket.
Some of the most memorable shots in
basketball history aren't shots at all but
instead a rather violent act of forcing the
ball through the rim. The Slam Dunk.
The effects of such a shot go far beyond
a mere two points. 'Being dunked upon'
can lead to surprisingly beneficial psychologically effects for the defending
team. Having had some experience with
this, I can personally testify to thoughts
such as: "I'm sure he can't keep that up
for long without hurting his wrist," or,
"Golly, with them expending all that energy for the same amount of points, we're
sure to win."
Despite the obvious over-emphasis on
this particular shot, I do feel a sense of

nostalgia about it's history as I do with
any part of the game. Who were the pioneers? From whom did the best of the
best find their inspiration? I have found
what I believe are the inventors of dunking and the noisier and more impressive
"power dunk" Both are not surprisingly
two of the lesser known performances of
legendary agility.
June 4,1961. John Bambletoff, the,
youngest of fifteen children, in an attempt to draw any form of attention
from his parents or siblings accidentally
invents the practice of dunking on his
home court. Running across his garage
roof whooping like a barbarian with a
watermelon, John leapt spinning from
the edge and slammed the fruit through
a large basket hanging from the
structure's front face. The force of the
impact not only brings down the basket
but John and then the front face of the
garage on top of him, killing him instantly as a consequence. One must admit, however tragic, it is a small price to
pay for immortality.
Second, and no less amazing, was a
feat of unimaginable physical strength;
46 year-old police officer Eddie Scarfo, in
pursuit of the dream of so many children
of today and past generations, successfully tried out for the Houston Rockets.
Houston coach Rudy Tomjanovich commented simply: "You put in the players
that fit and right now the player that fits
is Eddie."
Hardly the stereotypical player, the
5'6", 2801b small forward could only exclaim "I don't think I was ever told that
by anyone —but hey; it was a dream I

'take." Limited in minutes due to an
rather limited endurance threshold, he
quickly found a spot in the hearts of his
teammates while on the bench... for the
entire preseason and the first few weeks
of league play. Then, early in the '94-'95
season in a home game he got the call.
Up by eighteen points Tomjanovich sent
in Scarfo to receive an inbounds pass.
The timing was perfect. Instead of passing the ball off as planning to a wide
open Chucky Brown, the heavily confused fortysomething instead broke towards the baseline and launched his
bulky frame into the air. Evading the
probing arms of defenders, astonished
fans and players alike watched Scarfo
jam the ball through the hoop in the
faces of Olden Polynice and Dikembe
Mutumbo. His momentum then carried
him face first into the backboard.
Thinking he had been viciously
fouled, Scarfo's true nature emerged in
one of the most heated argument/referee
beatings ever seen in professional sports.
Normally intolerant fans, unused to
abuse of a physical nature towards their
favorite targets or ridicule began tauntsee LOOK MA! on page eleven

WHO WOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE BROUGHT
IN TO SPEAK ON CAMPUS AND WHY?

i

ETHAN
KRAVITZ '01

MATTHEW
ANDERSON '02

DIANA
HYDE'00

"Jackie'The Joke
Man' because he's
so honest and I'm
sick of all this
crap in America."

"Cornell West. I've
heard and. read so
much about him. I
think he could bring
this campus a lot
involving diversity."

"The biggest
country hick
possible to bring
some culture to
this school. Like
Dororthy: She
sleeps in poppies."
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Book Swap WrapsUp Look Ma! I Can Dunk
It With My Nose

exist at the Bookstore. "I always found
that the book buyback system at the
Features Writer
Bookstore disadvantaged the students
and allowed the Bookstore to take advanThe Book Swap recently ended, its tage of the students financially because
week-long book sale on the Long Walk, they had no other options," said Erin
and once again yielded the same positive Blakeley. The Book Swap's system allows
reaction, support, and success that it has students to purchase books at cheaper
received since its start up in the Spring prices than the Bookstore's, and also
1998. Students came out in great num- makes it possible to receive more for their
bers to the Book Swap's location in front used books. Students give their books to
of Northam Towers to swap and pur- the Book Swap to be "swapped" and can
chase books that they needed for their determine the price that they wish the
classes.
book to be sold for.
Since the Book Swap's beginning less
"I've saved a lot of money by using the
than one year ago, students have Book Swap, and it's great to see students
swapped over 1,000 books and pur- working for the benefit of other stuchased thousands of dollars worth of dents," says Mariah Titlow '00. "I've also
books from other students. As a result, received more money for my used books
students have not only received and than I ever would have at the Bookstore.
saved more money for their books, but I'd encourage anyone who wants some
now feel empowered and comforted that extra cash to take advantage of the Book
an alternative exists to the current con- Swap," she added.
tractual monopoly that the Barnes &
The Book Swap, a joint program beNobles Bookstore (located in the base- tween the Student Government Associament of Mather) has over Trinity's cam- tion and ConnPIRG, sets up shop on the
pus.
Long Walk at the beginning and end of
The Book Swap was created in re- each semester in order to collect and sell
sponse to student dissatisfaction with books. It may also be contacted during
the book buying/selling procedures that the semester as well by calling x3510.
BY PATRICK W. GAVIN

Thanks to the Book Swap, students now have an
alternative to the Mather Hall Bookstore operated by
Barnes & Noble.

FILE PHOTO

More Of The Basketball Encyclopedia
continued from page ten
ing and heckling Scarfo. The resulting
player versus crowd melee left reporters
speechless as teammates, so supportive
of the undersized forward earlier in the
week, sat by and watched him torn apart
by crazed sports fans. Disappearing into
the crowd many speculate whether or
not Eddie Scarfo is simply a character of
fable. Then they usually see the tape and
are forced to accept that such a brutal act
happened outside the umbrella of war-

For example, one girl was found with 6,500 hundred
dollars of imported perfumes which we found only
after the olfactory related deaths of several drugseeking dogs.
fare.
One of the biggest highlights in the
sphere of basketball lately has been a
growing interest in the women's game.
Principal to this advance is the emergence of individuals in what has traditionally been the more team oriented of
the two games. At the same time, however, collegiate officials have found their
female athletes falling prey to many of
the same problems which they have tried
so hard to discourage from the men.
Namely the giving of unauthorized
"gifts" from agents eager to irritate the
better players toward them before their
NCAA eligibility has expired.
Patricia Bell, a spokesman for the
NCAA* talked about'the problem at
length with reporters at a recent press
conference. "The fact that currently female athletes make what is only a tiny
fraction of their male counterparts exhibits the unbelievable greed of these
agents. However it is a problem we have.

There's Plenty Of Blame
For Everyone To Share
continued from page ten
in an era where Trinity is fixing the urban blight of Frog Hollow and fostering
communication with neighborhood
residents, everyone would be happy and
proud to be a member of Camp TrinTrin. However, that is certainly not the
case, and one is left to wonder why.

What Dobelle Has In Common
With Clinton (Not That...)
It's fairly obvious that Trinity College
has developed a nasty little political situation in the last year. The easy connection to make between Trinity and
Washington deals with the idea of foreign policy. Most in the Trinity community support President Dobelle when it
comes to initiatives outside the borders
of the college. However, when it comes
to domestic issues, the campus is just as
divided as Congress, I want to avoid as
much as possible the speculation and
generalization which plagues this
school, but it's a pretty fair statement to
say that very few people are satisfied
with the way things are going right now.
Having said that, I suppose you want
me to tell you whom to blame so that you
can know who to point your finger at.
Well, here goes: if you've read this far, it's
your fault.
What? You expected me to blame
President Dobelle for everything?
The simple fact is that there's plenty
of blame to go around, and it's, time for
everyone on campus to step.upandc-laiftX:
• their fair share. Theadministration is

guilty. The faculty is guilty. The students :
are... ignorant.
,

But What Have I Done To Earn
Your Contempt?
That's pretty simple actually. Jimmy
Carter once said that the American
people deserve a government as good as
they are. The same goes for Trinity: the
students, faculty and administration deserve a school as good as they are. Unfortuna tely, these three groups have been in
conflict with one another for far too long
to achieve any lasting and concrete improvements. Under this situation, where
the administration, faculty and students
are fighting each other, one group will
inevitably win battles, but no one will
win the war.
Everyone at Trinity, from the confident administrator, to the self-righteous
professor, to the apathetic student, must
examine what they can do to lead Trinity into the 21st Century. Nobody is immune. Nobody is exempt. If you think
you are, it is probably better to shut up,
step out of the way, and let those who are
interested in progress lead, just because
something is someone else's idea is no
reason to oppose it. The best interest of
the College is what's important, not the
best interest of a particular group, philosophy, or individual.
David Nyhan put aside his cynicism
for a day and wrote a glowing repprt of.
Trinity. Unfortunately, he only got half
,of the story. 1 look forward to the day.
wherrthe fullpictuTe is just as rosy.

anticipated," said Bell. "What we weren't
expecting was the differences one sees
with what these agents hook the women
with." Turning to her notes she read: "For
example, one girl was found with 6,500
hundred dollars of imported perfumes
which we found only after the olfactory
related deaths of several drug-seeking
dogs. Another girl we found thanks to the
people at Mattel who were most cooperative after discovering that a record
amount of cake supplies were sent to a

player reliving her childhood through a!i
easy-bake oven."
Bell paused, then continued, "most disturbing was a case we have forwarded to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation involving a player for Michigan State University. Early last year a police search
revealed a hidden door in the wall behind her bed, in which was chained the
player's 48 year old mother. The somewhat surprised victim was found in decent health mostly thanks to a steady
diet of puppy chow supplied by a local
supermarket manger who was related to
the player agent who arranged her kidnapping.
"When asked to explain the player
simply replied chat she was homesick
and had always felt a special closeness
to her mother. The woman herself who
was admitted to a local hospital refused
to comment at any lengdnor the record
saying only that, 'it isalways nice to feel
wanted."'
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CGU graduates are prepared to
work. Our Drucker School of
Management graduates are
ready to manage. Our
graduate teachers can
'.
teach — now. Historians
psychologists
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educated the Claremont
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37 Years At Trinity Is A Long Time

6

DePhillips On The Sciences
BY JULI TOMAINO
Features Writer

Vernon H. Krieble Professor of
Chemistry Dr. Henry DePhillips
is a Trinity institution, having
arrived in 1963. DePhillips has
conducted research with art
conservation labs and museums exclusively for the past five
years, using his knowledge of
chemistry and science toexamine works of art.
Tripod: What are your feelings on the larger amount of attention placed on the
humanities and social sciences

instead of natural sciences here
at Trinity?
DePhillips: 1 feel that more
attention is placed on the humanities as far as the media network at Trinity, but the sciences

needed by other departments.
At the same time the lack of
media attention has the effect of
making the Chemistry department one of the best kept secrets of this institution/

Vernon H. Krieble Professor of Chemistry
Henry DePhillips, circa last week.

ANDY SHEPARD

10. "He just stood there like an old bologna
sandwich."
9. "You look up in the sky and all you see is...
sky."
8. "Pat, I th in k I'm wearing your c ummerb und."

Until more attention is given to the
sciences, no department in the sciences
will be able to count on attracting the
highest quality of students.
receive substantial attention in
resources. That typically meaning equipment, labs, faculty, and
the grants given to the department neither desired nor

Top Ten Things John Madden
Said During The Super Bowl

7. "Hang on a minute I think I'm having a heart
attack,"

Tripod: Is there a need for
Trinity to, or a way that Trinity
should, deal with the lack of
media attention given to the science departments?
DePhillips: As a college Trin-'
ity needs an "institutional commitment" to recruiting science
students, starting with the admissions department. I would
guess that there are so few science students because of a the
lack of knowledge about and
exposure to the sciences from
the start of a education here at
Trinity. It would be nice to see
prospective students given
more information on the sciences when applying in addition to exposing them to the
facilities.
Tripod: How does the Chemistry department compare to

6. "I have never turned down afreebie in my
life."
S. "And you can see if you look the beginnings of
the ball coming out... as our cameras cut away."
4. "BOOM!"
3. "This broadcast was brought to you by
somebody or another... Pat, I can 'tfind my
pants."
2. 'If you're a Bronco, all you can do is walk
around and giggle."
1. "That doesn 't make a lick of sense."

prepared with an appreciation
for the opportunities presented
to them. They work up to and
beyond their potential. Most of
them take advantage of the first
rate faculty and research facilities here at'Trinity. I personally
enjoy the individualized attention which the department ofThe sciences at Trinity receive substantial
fers the students in Chemistry,
attention in resources... making the
and find that I work very very
well with the students I have
Chemistry department one of the best kept
now. It is also nice th&C I am able
secrets of this institution.
-. •.,
to keep'tn «fi&ff^Wff^^^*
students.
Tripod: Does "liberal arts" at
Tripod: Are the current sciother departments in its ability
ence students more or less Trinity include the sciences?
to draw in top students ?
DePhillips: "There is a lot of
DePhillips: I have strong at- qualified today than in the past?
DePhillips: It seems pointless lip service given to the sciences
tachment and commitment to
both the chemistry department to compare the current students in liberal arts at Trinity." There
and its students. However, until with the past students since is no lab requirement for nonmore attention is given to the each wave of students is differ- science students.
To Dr. DePhillips, lab experisciences, no department in the ent. Students majoring in scisee DePHILLIPS on page 13
sciences will be able to count on ence are hard workers and well
attracting the highest quality of
students. The importance of
which I feel is so because of my
belief that the students are the
greatest strength of the Chemistry department, and really the
best part of this whole thing.

MoRgaine's Mysf fcaL Torzot
AQUARIUS
JAN2O-fE£> IS
: You're bouncing around using up all
that energy you collected over Xmas
break, Enjoy it while it lasts. If you don't
watch out, you're going to be spending
reading week reading.Now is a good time
to spend some time with yourself and
your books, but don't forget to celebrate
your birthday in your traditional all or
nothing style. Have a ball, Waterbaby!

PISCES
rE.5 19- MAR 20'

Recently you've gotten by with a little
help from your friends and because of i t,
you are in a good position to handle anything that comes your way. Keep them
on your side of the playing field 'cause
there are definitely some roadblocks
coining your way. A fresh look at your
career plans might help brighten your
day. Move in new directions and expect
the rewards!

ARIES
Like Pisces, you're heading for rough
waters. Although you are usually a great
leader, you've been letting your pride
and stubbornness get in the way. It's a
new month, so first repair the damage,
then find some new projects. This isn't a
great time for love, but if you must dive
in, don't let indecsion or procrastination
keep you from starting a good thing.

TAURUS

'

Am 20-MAY 20
You just don't stop kicking when
you're down, do you? Now that you've
bounced back from your problems, you
may find yourself in demand. Don't
stress - ail that support will come back
around and now is a great time for harmony in love. Grab a Cappy or a Virgo
and you're guaranteed a good evening.
Just don't party too hard, or you may
find yourself on probation!

JUL25-AUG22
Hey Leo - aren't you feeling good?
You've resolved some major issues and
are walking on sunshine this week.
Good for you! It's harvest time and the
rest of us are wondering how you got so
lucky. Share the wealth and you will be
popular as well as envied. Romance is
in the stars for the Leo male, so grab tha t
favorite someone and hole up in the corner for some coffee arid chat.

GEMINI

VIRGO

MAY 21 -JUN20

AUG23-SE.FT22

SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV21
Even the most passionate of signs
screws up every now and then, and you
seem to have done something big. But the
new moon is here and its time for a
change. Throw your energies into that
research project. It might not be due until next month, but by then, you'll be way
ahead and ready to try again.

SAGITTARIUS
N0V22-DE.C2I

Normally, you're upbeat and cheery,
but
I think the back-to-school stress is
Traditionally two-faced, you Gems
You may think you're out of _the
tend to change your minds constantly, woods, but not quite yet. It's okay, be- getting to you. Feeling bogged down afwreaking havoc on your more stable cause you can always seek refuge in a ter only two weeks? Take deep breaths
friends. But it looks like you've gotten the meaningless fling and settle for Mr/Ms and join a Cancer at the Cave. Your probhang of partnership recently and your Right later. So you work hard and no lems will seem minimal in comparison.
social life is smoothing out. Doesn't one notices - are you doing it for them, Grab a Libra or Aqua-baby and head to
mean you should jump into bed, unless or yourself? Take pride in your accom- West Farms to re-enact Mallrats. You'll
it's to study. Work hard now, and you can plish- ments and don't sleep too late or feel better and will be dressed to kill at
the next party barn event.
party hard next week.
you might miss something.

CANCER
JUN2I -JUL22
Your life may be problematic right
now, but whining won't solve anything.
Relax. Let it go. You could be a lot happier if you stopped listening to depressing music and got out of your room once
in awhile. Go hang out at the Cave Cafe
and let Al cheer you up with his famous
steak and cheese.

Ll&RA
"SOT23-OCT22
If you just broke off a relationship, do
not despair. Change is not always bad
and happiness may be ahead. Keep
your fingers crossed and try a creative
outlet. Defy B&G with a mural in your
room. Just don't end up like that chick
in Say Anything. Joe may have lied, but
we only need to hear about it once.

CAPRICORN
D E C 2 2 - J A N \?

Are you sure about those decisions
you made last month, Cappy? Your
logical mind is a wonder in MCEC and
Clement, but relationships don't follow the same rules as your chem experiment. That experiment is, by the
way, going perfectly and your prof
loves you. Keep up the good lab work!
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Jesse Jackson To Visit Next Monday
Civil Rights Leader Will Speak On "A Return To Activism'
BY D A N BERMAN

Features Editor
The Reverend Jesse Jackson,
one of the most well-known
and controversial political and
cultural figures in the past quarter-century, will be speaking on
the Trinity campus next Monday, February 8.
Jackson's topic is "A Return to
Activism in the 21S[ Century" at
the Oosting Gymnasium beginning at 8:00. PM.
The speech is sponsored by
the President's office, the College Democrats, Imani, and the
Multicultural Affairs Committee (MAC).

College Democrats President
Steve Kapsky "01 proposed
bringing Jackson to campus after watching him speak at the
1998 Democratic National Convention (below). "The presence
he brings can make a real impact on people's views," said
Kapsky. "If he touches one person out there, it will make for a
better college community," he
added.
Jackson is the President and
Founder of the Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition, an organization devoted to political empowerment
and education, as well as expanding employment opportunities for the disadvantaged and
people of color, according to the

Rainbow/PUSH
website
(wwwrainbowpush.org).
The 58-year old Civil Rights
leader has been called the "conscience of the nation," as well as
"the great unifier." Jackson began his activism as a student
leader in the sit-in movement
and continued as a young organizer for the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference as an assistant to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. in the 1960s.
Jackson is most famous for his
1984 and 1988 campaigns for
President. Jackson received 3.5
million votes in the Democratic
primaries in 1984 and seven
million votes four years later.
Despite failing to win the

Jesse Jackson and family at the 1998 Democratic National Convention.

RAINBOWPUSH.ORG

Democratic nomination, Jackson spurred his "progressive
agenda" into the nation's consciousness.
Vice
President
of
Multicultural Affairs J. Russell
Fugett '01 said that, "while the
Multicultural Affairs Council is
extremely excited about Reverend Jackson's coming to campus, we are disappointed that
there wasn't more student involvement in bringing him
here.
Jackson was scheduled to
visit Trinity two weeks ago, but
he was forced to postpone the
trip at the last minute. The timing of the visit, right after Winter Vacation, as well as the
postponement, caused there to
be little student planning by either Imani, MAC, or the College
Democrats.
In addition, a small group of
faculty members are boycotting
Jackson's visit due to events related to the departure of Dean
of Faculty Raymond Baker in
January. Fugett stated that
"(MAC) is also disappointed in
the fact that certain minority
faculty members find it necessary for them to boycott his appearance:"
Since 1992, Jackson has
hosted the CNN program "Both
Sides With Jesse Jackson" and
was appointed Special Envoy of
the President and Secretary of
State for the Promotion of Democracy in Africa by President
Clinton in 1997. •.

Chemistry Professor
Henry DePhillips,
circa the mid 1980s.

™E j V Y -

Professor
DePhillips
continued from page twelve
ence reflects real life experience.
He would like every student to
have lab experience. Currently,
the science requirement is classroom only. He "understands but
thinks it's unfortunate."
Tripod: What do you see in
the future for the science departments at Trinity?
DePhillips: The recruiting of
science students is key to the future of the science departments
at Trinity. It must work both internally and externally. Internally,
the
Chemistry
department offers classes
which appeal to non-science
students, such as Environmental chemistry and Science in
Art. Attempts such as these to
draw in students must continue.
*->.'•

14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50onmed
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
sausage
spinach
tomatoes

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage

NY.STYLE PIZZAl!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am

•"FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase

We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price

$15.00

•

Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

•

TRY OUR SPtGIAt

8" Half
$3.75
$3.75
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Sausage
$3.75
Tuna
$3.75
Turkey
$3.75
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
Steak/Cheese •
$4.25
Seafood
$4.25
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50
Cooked Salami
Eggplanl
Genoa

•

SHEET PAN PIZZA

I

$5.95
$6.95

1
1

GRINDERS

Large $12.50

Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
.
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley

$4.95

•

16" Whole
$7.50 .
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7,50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00

DINNER'S;:;:':-;;.:- ^:''
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana withpasta
Baked ziti
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter

$7.95
$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
City Pizza Special for
Ham. turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
Trinity College
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
$2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
soda with any large pizza order
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
GREEK SALAD $4.95
soda only $12.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
$1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
$1.95
cans of soda with any medium pizza order TOSSED SALAD
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50
Large $3.00
Buy a large pizza with one topping and

get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE

Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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The Ceilidh Returns to Vernon Social Center
BY BETH GILLIGAN

f Arts Editor

Students passing by the
Vernon Social Center on Saturday night may have been
puzzled by the sounds coming
from inside the building.
Rather than the blaring dance
music that has become a Party
Barn staple, the strains of bagpipe music floated through the
air, and a number of men wearing kilts could be spotted wandering around the building. For
the second year in a row, the
Trinity Pipes & Drums hosted a
Ceilidh, a traditional Scottish
celebration. Although the event
did not run quite as smoothly as
last year, those in attendance
(very kw Trinity students but a
number of Scots from the surrounding towns) appeared to
enjoy most of the performances.
In fact, some might argue that
the lack of formality gave the
event greater authenticity.
Perhaps due to the Jack of alcoholic beverages, the crowd remained rather subdued during
the first half of the Ceilidh. The
Trinity Pipes & Drums kicked
off the evening with the traditional songs "Scots Wha Hae,"
"Scotland the Brave," and "The
Minstrel Boy," among others.
The band showed a lot of skill
during their performance, but it
is difficult to say whether or not
they've improved from last year,
since only one Trinity student

(Gabriella Dimitrov '01) actually appeared onstage, accompanied by various local
bagpipers. Most of the original
members of the Pipes & Drums
(including founder Jamie Baird
'00) are studying abroad this semester, and the new members
have yet to master their instruments.
Trinity a capella group The
Accidentals then took the stage,
performing some of their standard tunes, including "Good 01'
A Capella," "Find the Cost of
Freedom" (by Crosby, Stills, and
Nash)," and "Hello City" (by the
Barenaked Ladies). Despite a
strong showing by the group,
they did not receive an exceptionally warm reception from
the audience, possibly due to
the fact that none of the songs
they sung had anything to do
with Scotland.
IDP student Mike Breen, who
once again served as host of the
Ceilidh, introduced the next
performer, fourteen year old
bagpiper Andrew King. King,
who has won various awards for
his bagpiping, displayed a great
deal of talent during his brief
set.
King was followed by the
musical group Cairngorm,
whose set lasted so long that
they eventually had to be cut
off. The group consists of a family of vocalists and musicians,
none of whom demonstrated,
any particular talent. They began their set with "Flower of

Scotland," which is generally
recognized as the unofficial
Scottish national anthem. They
also paid tribute to the
songwriter Rodney Burns, performing two of his songs.
The Manchester Pipe Band
got a more enthusiastic response from the crowd as they
played their four songs. Four
Highland dancers appeared
onstage with the band.
The audience became more
lively after the intermission, as
the Trinity Pipes & Drums once
again appeared on stage to perform bagpipe favorites "Amazing Grace," "The Highroad to
Gaerloch," and "The Minstrel
Boy."
Trinity Pipes & Drum instructors Bruce Lazaroff and
Norman Jones were also crowd
favorites, as they engaged in a
lively piping and drumming
duet. Three Highland dancers
followed Lazaroff and Jones,
appearing onstage in sailor costumes to demonstrate the
"Sailor's Horn Dance."
The audience really got on
their feet during the next number, as returning favorite Graham Baird came onstage
singing and playing the guitar
to the tune of Chumbawumba's
"Tubthumping." He then beckoned a member of the Coast
Guard bagpipe band onto the
stage to enlist their drum-playing skills in a Scottish war song.
Baird concluded his brief set by
urging audience member to

ANDYSHEPARD

The Manchester Pipe Band and Highland Dancers delight the audience.

LONDON, ENGLAND
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oHiScal Communication
intheU.K.andU.S.

Plant yourself somewhere new this summer!

Summer Study in London, England
This six-week program explores the merging worlds of consumer,
political, and election campaign communications within the
socio-political environment of the United Kingdom and the
United States and will study the strategies and communication
techniques essential for selling products and influencing public
opinion.

UN IVE RS I TV
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
232 Bay State Rd., 5th Floor
Boston, MA, 02215
617/353-9888
abroad@bu.cdu
vnvw.bii.cdu/abroad
An equal opportunity, ciffirmctcive action institution
JLbJVD^

stand up, link arms, and join
him in singing the Robert Burns
classic, "Auld Lang Syne."
After he exited the stage, all
the bagpipe bands joined together for a massed performance, concluding a very
unique evening in the Party
Barn. Approximately five different bands joined together for
this event.
Trinity Pipes &r Drums copresiiients Gabriella Dimitrov
and Andy Robinson '02 conceded that the event was difficult to organize due to the
absence of many key band
members.
Confusion over the time of
the event may have also contributed to the meager attendance
by Trinity students. The Ceilidh
actually started at 8:30 PM, but
a number of people believed
that it was supposed to take
place during the regular Party
Barn hours, from 10 PM to 2 AM.
For instance, a large group.of
bewildered frat boys wandered
into the event around midnight
(as a private after-party was
taking place) in search of beer.
. Overall, the Ceilidh generated a mixed.response from
those in attendance. "I'm im...pressed by how far the bagpipe
band has come in such a short

timc.but I think the members
of Cairngorm should keep their
day jobs," commented Davidson
McLaren '01.
Accidental member James
Creque '02 remarked that it was
"bad music given validity by its
cultural merit, except for that
guy that did Churnbawumba.
He was cool."
Local bagpiper "Ox" was
highly enthusiastic about the
event. Ox said he had a great
time at the' Ceilidh', ana he
thought it was a great opportunity for area pipe bands to get
together in one place, something that rarely occurs due to
conflicting schedules.
. Graham Baird was happy to
be back at the Ceilidh for the
second year in a row. He drove
all the way from Philadelphia in
his kilt (something he does not
recommend) in order to participate. He expressed excitement
at the fact that Scottish celebrations seem to be "catching on" in
the States.
Alluding to a speech made by
a character in the film The Commitments, Baird remarked that
"the residents of Hartford are
the blacks of Connecticut and
the students of Trinity are the
blacks of Hartford. Tonight we
were black and proud,"

Miramax Home Video Contest
WIN FREE VIDEOS INCLUDING: ROUNDERS, BEYOND SILENCE,
AHD NEXT STOP WONDERLAND
ROUNDERS:
Matt Damon's Mike is in
school studying what?

NEXT STOP
WONDERLAND:

(release date 2/9/99)

What action does Erin's
(Hope Davis) mother take
which initiates a hilarious
sequence of events?

BEYOND SILENCE:

BOSTON

ANDYSHEPARD

Cairngorm performs a traditional Scottish tune.

What instrument changes
the protagonist Lara's life?

(release date 2/9/99)
BUENA VISTA PICTURES DISTRIBUTION

(release date 2/16/99)

Hope Davis as a lonely nurse
in Next Stop Wonderland.

CONGRATULATIONS TO LAST MONTH'S WINNERSIU
Send all answers to The Tripod Box 702582. One entry per
student. Must be a Trinity student to participate. Tripod staff
not eligible.
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Norton Delivers in History
A Successful Debut from Director TonyKaye

Those of you who enjoyed Wes
Anderson's debut film, Bottle Rocket,
might want to head over to Showcase
Cinemas this weekend to see his latest effort, Rushmore. A surprise hit at
the Toronto and New York film festivals, the movie features hilarious performances from Bill Murray and
newcomer Jason Schwartzman.
On Wednesday, February 10, be sure
to stop by Austin Arts Center's (AAC)
Garmany Hall for a noontime recital
by innovative cellist Jeffrey Kreiger.
The event will feature Videocello, an
interactive piece that involves computer, video, and the electric cello.
Don't miss it!

WWW.NYTIMES.COM/UBRARY/FILM/102898HISTORY-HLM-REVIEW.HTML

Reformed skinhead Derek Vinyard (Edward Norton) greets his younger
brother Danny (Edward Furlong) upon his return from prison.
BY LINCOLN HEINEMAN

'•* Arts Writer

Looking for a departure from your
average evening at Trinity? Check out
Borderscape 2000, Guillermo GomezPena's operetta based on "a collapsed
US of A where Spanglish is the official
language, loosely controlled by a multiracial junta, and governed by a
Chicano prime minister." This highly
original event will take place at AAC
at 8 PM on Saturday, February 6.
Poet Joseph Bruchac arrives at
Hamlin Hall at 5:30 PM on Thursday,
February 4 to read from some of his
works. An award-winning poet, storyteller, and author, Bruchac has written more than sixty books for adults
and children.

Session With Sitar
Draws Curious Crowd
BY JACOB KASELL

Arts Editor

While most Trinity students have
probably heard of the sitar, very few have
had the chance to actually hear it played.
This past Monday they got that chance,
as a group of students and professors
gathered at the President's house for a
three hour workshop on the components
of Indian classical music.
Amidst refreshments of cardamom
tea and Indian snacks, Dr. Som
Majumdar and his young daughter explained and demonstrated the basic elements of North Indian classical music on
the sitar, a fretted string instrument, and
tabalas, the drums of northern India.

times esoteric style of music. Focusing
on raga (the melody), Majumdar played
various examples of ragas on his sitar to
demonstrate how different scales and
melodies elicit different emotions. Thus,
some scales are used in the morning, creating a mood of wakefulness, while others are used at night, soothing the
listener.
As the audience sat on large pillows
on the floor, Majumdar compared scales
while his daughter played a stringed
drone instrument, stopping every now
and then to clarify himself. It is important not only to choose an appropriate
scale, he explained, but also to choose a
principal note which best conveys the
mood. From that note, the musician
chooses a musical phrase that is repeated

Dr. Som Majumdar and his young daughter explained
and demonstrated the basic elements of North Indian
classical music on the sitar, a frettedstring instrument,
and tabalas, the drums of northern India.
Majumdar, dressed in Indian attire, explained in his soft accent the similarities
between Indian and Western music as he
sketched out diagrams to clarify his
point. "Indian music is really not unlike
much western music," he explained.
Originally from Calcutta, Majumdar
has for years lived and performed in
Varanasi, or Benaras, which is considered by many to be the musical hub of
India. Indian music, like western music,
is based on scales. But rather than having only the major and minor scales, Indian ragas are played on up to
seventy-two scales. Each scale brings
about a different mood.
Majumdar went on to demystify what
many consider to be an exotic and some-

thro.ughout the raga which can last
hours. Needless to say, Majumdar played
only brief pieces.
After a recess, Majumdar went on to
explain the complexities of rhythm, another element of music familiar to musicians the world over. The Hindi word
tala refers to the cyclical rhythm structure of the music.
Playing the tabalas, Majumdar was
able to demonstrate the most commonly
used talas, and the counting system used
to keep track of the often complex
rhythm. The workshop concluded with
some of the students attempting to compose their own music based on the
guidelines given by Dr. Majumdar and
his daughter..

American History X is a film that
looks straight through the external appearance of modern prejudice, cutting
through the posturing and rationalizations in order to expose its rotten core of
pure and unadulterated hatred.
This film explores its racist and antiSemitic characters as fully-developed
human beings, while at the same time
revealing the inanity and thoughtlessness that predicates involvement in a
neo-Nazi movement. By refusing to demonize its neo-Nazi subjects, the film
rejects the narrow-mindedness to which
the racists in the film have succumbed.
American History X tellsjhe story of
factional b'a'rid of yg
"**"
'
Venice Beach, California. The main character is the charismatic Derek (Edward
Norton), a leader of the group based
upon his excellent and inspiring oratorical skills. ,
During his three years in the state
penitentiary for killing two black men
in a brutal fashion after they attempted
to steal his car, Norton's character undergoes a transformation and overcomes
his prejudiced beginnings. Through a
friendship with a black co-worker in the
prison laundry room, he begins to realize that everyone, regardless of race, has
human emotions and dignity.
Derek's transformation is symbolized
by the interesting photography choices,
that the director, Tony Kaye, makes.
American History X is separated into
two parts- events happening in the
present (filmed in color) and events
which occurred in the past (filmed in
black and white, representing Derek's
past views).
The portions of this film set in the
present deal with Derek's first day following his release from prison. His younger

brother Danny (Edward Furlong) has
fallen in with the same band of neo-Nazis with whom Derek was involved.
Danny idolizes his older brother, and follows him into the same form of vicious
hatred that Derek once espoused. Derek
attempts to change Danny's racist attitudes before it's too late and he makes the
same mistakes Derek did.
My one small quibble with the film
was that Danny's eventual transformation from racist to someone who is less
race-conscious is a process that takes an
amazingly short period of time: one day.
However, this is a small complaint, since
the screenwriters obviously had to
shorten Danny's transformation in order
to comply with the demands of the plot.
This is the debut film of director Tony
Kaye. and he_ makers, some very interesting and provocative choices. By showing
neo-Nazis as people who have their flaws
instead of monsters whose bloodlust is
uncontrollable, Kaye treats them like
humans.
In the case of Derek and Danny, their
father was a firefighter who was shot to
death by black crack addicts while he
was trying to put out a fire in their house.
Anyone would naturally be angry and
upset about this, but instead of focusing
their anger against these particular murderers, the brothers' hatred grows to include all members of the addicts' race.
Practically all of the neo-Nazi characters
we see are not simply portrayed as inherently evil, but instead as emotionally
scarred people whose reaction to being
hurt is to lash out at others.
There was some controversy surrounding this film. First-time director
Tony Kaye wanted his name removed
from the credits due to the fact that he
didn't have as much control over the final cut as he would have liked. However,
despite the disagreements, this is a wonderful film, and I look forward to Kaye's
next project.

Health Center Open Forum
Are you concerned about the changes
taking place in the Health Center? The
Health Center Advisory Committee is eagerto
hear from you!
Please come to chat with members of the
committee on:
Wednesday, February 3
7-9 PM, Terrace Room C
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Folds' New Album A Blanchett's Rich Performance
Powerful Solo Debut Adds Dimension to Elizabeth
-, BY JOHN AKIN

Online Editor

with the sounds of police pulling someone over followed by a
car chase which continues
throughout the song, concluding with an action packed
shoot-out.
"I Paid my Money" is a funk
song that borders on
electronica. In the piece, an angry man complains about the
general population's declining
appreciation of money.
Perhaps the most theatrical
(and weirdest) song is "Rubber
Sled" in which a young man
comes into a store looking for a

BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

•s Arts Editor

The British are coming!
Queen Elizabeth extends her
reign to Trinity College when
she makes her virgin appearance at Cinestudio on February
10th. Actress Cate Blanchett
brings with her an impressive
entourage studded with new
faces, including that of recent
hearthrob Joseph Fiennes.
Unlike most historical films,
which attempt to cover lengthy
periods of time, Elizabeth limits itself to the first year or so of
Taken individually, the songs are extremely the Queen's reign. This allows
director Shekhar Kapur to illusdiverse, ranging from techno to waltz to
trate the precariousness of her
easy listening.
early position, creating a deliciously claustrophobic envidividually, the songs are ex- means of transport to get out of ronment filled with intrigue,
tremely diverse, ranging from town quick. He asks the store deception, and treachery.
techno to waltz to easy listen- owner for a rapid form of transThere.are numerous reasons
ing. In its entirety, the album portation. After chewing him to see this film. Blanchett brings
bears a surprising resemblance out for disrespecting the mer- a new face and interpretation to
chandise the proprietor offers the character of Elizabeth, sufto Ben Folds'other work.
The song advertised on the him a free rubber sled and sends fusing her with both a detercover, "In Love," starring Will- him on his way. For the next mined, encompassing love for
iam Shatner, is a somewhat psy- five minutes everyone, includ- her country and a heated sexuchotic monologue by Shatner ing a gospel choir, sings the ality not often connected to this
"virgin queen." Blanchett also
himself supported by music praises of the rubber sled.
reveals
Elizabeth's insecurities
and vocals by Ben Folds. It
Overall, Fear of Pop is an inleaves you questioning Sha tner's teresting look at what happens abouther ability to rule through
sanity, yet it is catchy enough to when a popular musician al- her body language, her initial
keep you coming back for more. lows himself to branch out cre- submission to her advisors, and
The last song on the album "S till atively and experiment with ' her confusion about being "her
in Love" is an equally disturbing other styles. It is notable that "ather's daughter." Entangled
epilogue, which again features this is only Volume One, and it with the difficulties of mainShatner.
.
. ^
will be interesting to see what taining her rule are her deep
Many ofthesongs'have a skit- else is going on inside Ben Folds' feeTings^fferSrte^riaridsortte "Erilike feel to them. "Kops" starts head.
glish Lord Robert Dudley,
Most people know Ben Folds
Five for their hit song "Brick"
which debuted on MTV a while
back. Thought little has been
heard of them since, fans need
not fear, because it appears that
the group's namesake has been
hard at work on a powerful new
solo alburn.
Fear of Pop is a collection of
instrumental and spoken word
music by Ben Folds. Taken in-

WWW.ORLANDOWEEKLY.COM/MOVIES/REVIEWS

Joseph Fiennes as Lord Robert Dudley and Cate Blanchett as
the not-so-virginal Queen in Shekhar Kapur's Elizabeth.

which lie in direct conflict with
the pressure upon her to protect
her kingdom through marriage.
Blanchett's inspired performance poignantly illustrates
the changes Elizabeth was
forced to undergo in order to
become the powerful and respected figure history proves
her to have been. From, her
opening walk through the infamous Tower of London and impassioned plea for her life and
religion to her final appearance
in court, Blanchett wrings both
pity and admiration from the
audience.
Fiennes' portrayal of Dudley
, though warm and enjoyable at
first, deteriorates into misery as
his relationship to Elizabeth
fails. Despite its inevitability, we
• still regret their split; arid • the
loss of love in the face of power.

Along with the excellent acting, the splendour of the English court will sweep you away.
From the beautifully detailed
elegance of the costuming to the
luscious, hunger-invoking banquet scene, you won't be able to
tear your eyes from the screen.
One reviewer posting on the
Internet Movie Database
(imdb.com) wrote ''Elizabeth
could have unfolded in front of
me all day and I would have remained enraptured." Whether
you are a traditional lover of period flicks, or are simply looking for a good date movie,
Elizabeth gets two thumbs up!
Want more? Double the
Fiennes! If you like Elizabeth,
head over to the Buck-land Hills
Showcase to catch him and
Gwyfieth Palffo-^ frv th*e*tiew"
comedy Shakespeare in Love!

Stir-Fry Productions Presents

The Color of Fear
a film by Lee Mun Wah

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 7
1:00 PM -5:00 PM
VERNON SOCIAL CENTER
Call April Brown-Carthen at 297-2049 or Beth Egan at 297-2171
for further information. Refreshments will be served.
The Color of Fear is about the
pain and anguish that racism has
caused in the lives of eight North
American men of Asian, European, Latino, and African descent. One by one, the men
reveal the pain and scars that racism has caused them; the defense
mechanisms they use to survive,'
their fears of each other, and their
hopes and visions for a
multicultural society. Out of
these confrontations and
struggles toward understanding
and trust emerges an emotional
and insightful portrayal into the
type of dialogue most of us fear,
but hope will happen sometime
in our lifetime.

The workshop and film are sponsored by the
Student Activities Office and the Multicultural
Affairs Council (MAC)

Lee Mun Wah is a community therapist, poet, and filmmaker. His 1993 film, Stolen
Ground, about racism toward
Asian Americans, won the Certificate of Merit at the 1994 San
Francisco International Film
Festival for Best Documentary.
Since April 1994, The Color of
Fear has been viewed by over
17,000 people. Recently, the
film was awarded highest honors by the 1995 National Educational Media Competition.
The film has been shown to over
9,000 federal employees in U.S.
departments such as Treasury,
Defense, Forestry, and Social
Security.

SPECIAL!!

Free Delivery
233-8888

Large Cheese Pizza

ORIGINAL NEW YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue

$5.50
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford

233-8888

$7.00 minimum
for delivery

Open 7 days a meek - 11:08am to 2:00am
UJe deliuer slices & Cigarettes

Use your charge card
for any delivery....
($10.00 minimum)

Medium 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust

Medium
Cheese
Veggie
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
Additional Toppings

,

..$7.50
$9.75
$10.25

Large
.

$ .50

Sicilian

..$9.85.
$14.05
$15.75

$1.00

*.
*

$13.00
..$17.00
......$18.50

.-

..$1.50

TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Qariic, and Tomatoes

•

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mayo, BBQ sauce, hot

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan cheeses

peppers, oil, vinegar.

blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

*

*

Philly Cheese Steak.........
Philly Cheese Steak w/ Bacon
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parmigiana............
Eggplant Parmigiana
Meatball Parmigiana
'.
Veal Parmigiana.....
Sausage Parmigiana
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey
Tuna
Veggie Grinder.
Pepperoni Grinder
Salami and Cheese
Chicken Sandwich......
Grilled Turkey and Bacon...
BLT and Cheese..
Grilled Ham & Cheese

'.

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
$5.15
..$5.15
.......$4.90
$4.65
$4.65
...$4.25
.$4.90
,..$4.90
....$5.15
$5.75
$4.25
$4.90

DINNERS
*

served w/ garlic bread w/ cheese • Lasagna
• Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells
$6.30 (with Meat $1.00 extra)

Calzone
each additional filling

$4.90
$ .50

*

APPETIZERS
Buffalo Wings (hot, mild, or suicide)
Chickeri.Fjjngers,
Mozzarella Sticks
Onion Rings........
,
French Fries
Cheese Fries
.*.
Fried Dough...
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/Cheese
Chips

-

(12) for $5.60
........,.$5.00
(7) for $4.75
$3.20
....$2.65
$3.70
...(8) for $2.00
$1.85
$2.40
:
$ .50

SALADS

*

*

Tossed Salad.
Antipasta Salad
Tuna Salad....
Extra Dressing.

...$4.05
$5.75
$5.75
$ .50

*

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake

..........$3.25 ^

SODAS (one liter)
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

...$1.60 -k

Prices do not include tax.

"1

FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH
with Any Large Pizza Order

$2.25 OFF
Any Large Pizza or Any Sicilian Pizza

FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD
with Any Large Pizza Order

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

FREE Order of BUFFALO WINGS
with Any Large Pizza Order

$1.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

Large Cheese Pizza $5.00
with purchase of any large pizza

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

Must present coupon-Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

' • • ' * .
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Dr. Armaggedon
Words to Live By
What Happened to Around Trinity?
Numerous People, all classes.

Nothing. It's still here, keep looking.
I've seen signs all over campus, but I still can't
decide: Wliat should I do for Spring Break?
Bored Brian, 2000

Well, Dr. A has done some field research
for you, and where you go really depends
on your goals for Spring Break.
College Tours: This is their 32nd Anniversary, and their party program is "Better than
ever!"
Surf & Sun Tours: They have an incredible 2 for 1 early bird special.
Sun Splash Tours: Their students were
filmed for MTV's "Undercover"
USA Spring Break: Nothing particularly
special, and they have high prices.
Spring Break Travel Inc.: They claim to have

the most "outstanding ethics," but who really wants that for their spring break?
Class Travel: They win the award for "Best
Presentation of Scantily Clad Females" on a
spring break flyer.
With all of this in mind, Dr. A wholeheartedly recommends the hospitality of Class
Travel. While touring with them, not only
do you get to stay in their exceptional 2 star
Maria De Lourdes Hotel, but you can take
advantage of their exclusive offer: 100 free
beers per room!

LECTURES
Lecture on Ottoman Empire
On Thursday, Feburary 4 at 4:30 PM, the History Department will present a lecture by Karen Barkey of the
Columbia University Sociology Department. Her lecture
is entitled "The Origins of Ottoman Decline: New Elite
Networks in the 18th Century Ottoman Lands." The lecture will be held in the Rittenberg Lounge of Mather.

Chinese Scholar's Rocks
On Friday February 5, at 5 PM, the Yale Art Gallery
will hold a lecture related to their new exhibit of Chinese Scholar's Rocks. The lecture, entitled "Chinese
Scholar's Rocks: An Overview," will be given by Robert
D. Mowry, the curator of Chinese art at the Arthur M.
Sackler Museum of Harvard University. Admission is
free. For more information, call (203) 432-0600.

The Survival of the Figure/ The
Figure as Survivor
The special exhibits at the Yale Center for British Art
which feature the works of Francis Bacon, Lucian Freud,
and Henry Moore present the felicitous triad of painting, printmaking, and sculpture. What links these exhibitions is the survival of the figure in postwar British
art. The British situation was remarkably different from
the immediate postwar years in New York. What is that
gave rise to such an extraordinary flowering of British
art immediatly after World War II, and why did it so
frequently take the human figure as its subject and focus?
On Wednesday, February 3 at 5:15 PM, Andrew Forge,
Professor Emeritus of Painting at the Yale School of Art
will deliver a lecture entitled "Picasso Kept Lunch Waiting... English Art around 1950" which will address these
issues. For more information, call (203) 432-2800.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday/February 3
Crypt Chapel

[Name loithheld] spilled a beer on me in the
party bam. I was horribly embarrassed and so I
just laughed it off,- but now he won't speak to
me. What should I do?
Lonely Lucy, 1999

If the "prez" stained my dress, you can
be sure I would get a lawyer before I said
another word to anyone.
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Thursday, February 4
6:30 pm

Zen Meditation
CfyptChapel »

Sunday, February 7
5:00 pm .
7:00 pm ,

'

•

"

Borderscape 2000
Kitsch, violence, cyborgs, and shamanism at the end
of che century. A new high-tech Aztec Spanglish
Lounge Operetta based on the premise of a "collapsed
US of A where Spanglish is the official language, losely
controlled by a multiracial junta, and governed by a
Chicano prime minister." This "Chicano cyber-punk
world" is staged using a "Blade Runner-like light design"
and a lush, layered soundscape juxtaposing rap and live
opera singers.
Written by artist/preformer/author Guillermo
Gomez-Pena, commentator on National Public Radio's
All Things Considered and the first Chicano/Mexicano
artist to receive a MacArthur Fellowship "genius grant."
Gomez-Pena seeks to make "relentlessly experimental yet accesible art." In addition to performance art,
his work includes installations, experimental radio,
video, critical writings, and cultural theory.
"Performance artists of the '90s such as Gomez-Pena
reject the worn out distinction between performance,
street theater and gallery art as well as the dichotomy
of art and activism."
Borderscape 2000 will be presented by La Pocha
Nostra in the Goodwin Theater on February 6 at 8:00
PM. Tickets are free with a Trinity ID, $12 for general
admission, and $8 students and 60+.

Organ Recital
On Sunday, February 7, Peter Conte will give an organ recital as part of the Trinity College Organ Series.
The concert, which will be held in the Chapel, will begin a 13.00 PM. Tickets are $7 for general admission, and
$4 for students and 60+.

Classical Conversation Series
"Mozart in Vienna"
The late life and music of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
will be the focus of the Hartford Symphony Orchestra's
second Classical Conversations concert program on
Thursday February 4andFriday February 5 at 8:00 PM
atTheBushnell.
Classical Conversations focuses on the people and
places who played a part in Mozart's remarkable career.
HS,p principal clarinetist Curt Blood will perform
Mozart's Clarinet Concerto and Michael UtnkesdjrWW*
lead the orchestra in music from Mozart's later life, including his Symphony No. 39 and Overture to
"ldomeneo."
Tickets are $15-$47; hall price student rush tickets
will be available to full time students with ID an hour
before the performance. Tickets can be purchased at
the Bushell Box office, or by phone, at (860) 987-5900.

Roman. Catholic Mass
Vespers Service

Where should I go to meet women/men at Trinity?
Searching Sam, 2001

CELEBRITY
Do you really think that the author of the
column that replaced Around Trinity knows
where to get laid? I didn't think so.

I was offended by last week's column. What
should I do? <
Numerous People, all classes.

No you weren't.
Next Week in Dr. Armageddon: A special

guest advisor assists us in advising you. Hilarity ensues.
1

•. b t Armageddon, qontrpls the' creative content heW witlim this column; "

7:30 PM
2:30 PM, 7:00 PM

(1998) Written and directed by Woody Allen. Cinematography by Sven Nykvist. Cast: Kenneth Branagh, Melanie
Griffith, Winona Ryder, Judy Davis, Leonardo Di Caprio. The director who once celebrated the romantic joys of Manhattan now turns a darker microscope on the pretensions of fame-driven New Yorkers. Irish actor Kenneth Branagh
does a dead-on incarnation of Woody Allen, playing a nerdy, newly divorced journalist who tries to keep the overwhelming ethos of Entertainment Tonight from pulling him under. Allen's wickedly funny ensemble cast includes
Leonardo Di Caprib as a teen idol prone to trashing hotel rooms and Charlize Theron as a severely blonde supermodel
who likes to describe herself as "polymorphically perverse." As Branagh's acid-tongued ex-wife, Judy Davis is the only
character who manages to survive with her dignity unscathed. 113 min.

DETROIT 9000

Fri, Feb 5
Sat,Feb6

9:55 PM
9:25 PM

(1973) Produced and directed by Arthur Marks. Written by Orville Hampton. Case Alex Rocco, Hari Rhodes, Vonetta
McGee, Scatman Crothers. Is watching a.blaxploitation flick at Cinestudio's Late Show on your Top Ten list of guilty
pleasures? Go ahead and succumb to the pure fun of Detroit 9000! Originally one of the movies made for the once
thriving black theater circuit, Detroit 9000 has been revived by Quentin Tarandno, who acknowledges it as a seminal
influence. A jewel heist during a fundraiser for an up-and-coming black politico sets into motion a sizzling face-off of
bad cops vs. good cops, and unhip vs. supercool. In spite of its over-the-top theatrics, Detroit 9000 tunes in to the very
real paranoia of the post-1960s black community. 106 min. ,

SEE THE SEA
Dr. Armageddon answers the questions
of the Trinity community weekly. If you
have a question for Dr. Armageddonr drop
a line to tripod@mail.trincoll.edu, drop a
file to "General Resources /Docex/ Tripod", or send a letter to campus mailbox
#702582, Be sure to mark the document
"Attention: Dr. Armageddon", and let us
turn around your sorry lives!

Wed, Thu & Fri, Feb 3,4 & 5
Sat, Feb 6

Sun, Feb 7
Mon&Tue, Feb8&9

2:30 PM, 7:30 PM
7:30PM

(France, 1998) Written and directed by Francois Ozon. Cinematographer: Yorick le Saux. Cast Sasha Hails, Marina
de Van. Not since the release of the original version of The Vanishing has there been a film with such a sure sense of
what is truly terrifying. The chilling and sophisticated tale is set on He d'Yeu, an isolated French island. Here, a yuppieish Englishwoman played by Sasha Hails, enjoys the sunny, high-priced getaway with her baby daughter. Their peace
is disturbed by the arrival of a sullen backpacker (Marina de Van) who sets up her tent in Sasha's yard. The two women
develop an uneasy rapport as the calm of the retreat becomes disturbed by sexual longing, jealousy and fury. Also
showing on the same bill is A Summer Dress, a short film by Francois Ozon. "A scary little movie!" Amy Taubin The
Village Voice. 67 min total. A HARTFORD PREMIERE. Sunday Matinee cosponsored by the Alliance Francia'se of
Greater Hartford.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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AUBEV.
February 2

Chapel Organizes Relief for
Columbia

Chinese Scholar's Rocks Exhibited
at Yale Art Gallery
The first major exhibition in the West of the extraordinary Chinese works of art known as Scholar's Rocks
will be on display at the Yale University Art Gallery
from Tuesday , February 2, through Sunday, June 13.
Worlds Within Worlds: The Richard Rosenblum Collection of Chinese Scholar's Rochs is a breathtaking array
or eighty intricately shaped roeks of various types, colors, and sizes. Connoisseurs value these rocks for the
exceptional aethetic and spiritual qualities.
Scholar's rocks are highly regarded by Chinese connoisseurs and have been used as a vehicle for contemplation since the Song dynasty (960-1279).
The Yale Art Gallery is open Tuesday-Saturday 10 AM
to 5 PM, Sunday 1-6 PM. Admission is free. For more
information, call (203) 432-0600.

In the days ahead, the Chapel will be working closely
with Dr. Lise Waxer and others to offer financial aid for
the relief of the people in Columbia who have been so
devastated by the earthquake. The Chapel has a church
connection that will help to insure that all donations
reach the needs of local people. The Chapel office will
be prepared to receive your support starting on February 2. Church World Service and the Red Cross have
encouraged financial donations but are not yet looking
for shipments of food and clothing. Therefore, please
make your checks out to Trinity College Chapel, and
designate them especially for relief to Columbia.

Lucian Freud Etchings

Are you interested in community service? Teaching
English as a second language? Entertaining children?
Having a better understanding of the immigrants that
enter Hartford?
Becky Crowley, the mentor for the "Migrations" First
Year seminar, is sponsoring a community service project
at the Refugee Center in Hartford. The purpose of the
project is to help teach skills to refugees that they can
use in the United States. Volunteer work will include
teaching an ESL class, working with children, organizing a food drive, and anything else you can think of!
Students will work in pairs or groups of three.
Please contact Becky Crowley at x3523 if you have
questions or are interested.

Henry Moore and the Heroic: A
Centenary Tribute

Are you concerned about the changes taking place
in the Health Center? The Medical Office Review Committee is eager to hear from you. Come to chat with
members of the committee on Wednesday, February 3
from 7-9 PM in Terrace Room C.

On February 12 and 13, the Boston Globe Career Fair
will beheld at the Collonade Hotel in Boston, MA. Representatives from newspapers from around the country will be present, and workshop jsolLheJield to. help
youiearn tS'gef ajo6tri"tlfeMra^^vnieid of journalism. To find out more, go to the website, httpV/
extranet.globe.com/jobfair/

.
-

-

Spanish Film Series
LSCAud.

9:00 PM

Open Mike Night
Underground Coffee
House

9:30 PM

Lise Waxer &
Salsificatipn
The Bistro

10:00 PM

Movie Night
The Cave

5:30 PM

Poetry Reading by
Joseph Bruchac
Faculty Club

9:00 PM

Bands in the .
Underground Coffee
House

9:30 PM

Dr. Zeus
The Bistro
Alt. Bev. ID required

Trivial Pursuit
Underground Coffee
House

•
•

9:00 PM1:00 AM

Karaoke Night
The Cave
Alt. Bev. ID required

n
•
•

10.00 PM200 AM

TCBWO Party
Vernon Center
Alt. Bev. ID required

1
H
H

Journalism Career Fair

Foreign Language
Discussions
German Table
The German Table will meet this semester on
Wednesdays at 12:15 PM in Hamlin Hall. Come and
join in for good food and good conversation. AH levels
are welcome. Fore questions or more information, call
Saskia Hintz at x4221.

Times are valid through Thursday, February 4
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810

• ' • . . . .

You've Got Mail (PG)

7:00 PM

9:00 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane

Virus(R)

Group Dynamics
Discussion
Vernon Center

February 5

NOWMAYI
At First Sight (PG-13)
A Bug's Life (G)
A Civil Action (PG-13)
Enemy of the State (R)
The Faculty (R)
Gloria(R)
In Dreams (R)
.
Mighty Joe Young (PG)
Patch Adams (PG-13)
The Prince of Egypt (PG)
The Rugrats Movie (G)
She's All That (PG-13)
Stepmom (PG-13) . . • .
The Thin Red Line (R)
Varsity Blues (R)

7:00 PM9:00 PM

February 4

Open Forum on the Health Center

In "Henry Moore and the Heroic: A Centenary Tribute," the Yale Center for British Art pays tirbute to the
acheivement of the single most prominent British artist of the twentieth century. This exhibition aims to
get behind the public sculptor and cultural icon to seek
out freshly that which was remarkable and distinctive
in his art. It focuses particularly on the heroic quality
that has formed a thread throughout Moore's work and
reveals a tragic underside. Some of his most moving
•a'ndwfthporcant: sculptures from the postwar period
show wounded or fallen warriors and gaunt, emaciated
firgures who look like survivors from some unknown
but terrible event.
Admission to the Center for British Art is free. For
.more information, call (203) 432-2800. ,

Migrations Film
McCook Aud.

February 3

Refugee Center Project: First Year
Student Volunteers Needed

At the Yale Center for British Art, a new exhibit
opened on January 23. The exhibit features the work of
Lucian Freud, painter and printmaker. "Lucian Freud
Etchings from the PaineWebber Art Collection" features
forty-two etchings which provide an almost complete
representation of his work as a printmaker from portrait etchings of 1982 to imposing recent works such as
Self-Portrait: Reflection and Woman with an Arm Tattoo of 1996.
Admission to the Center for British Art is free. For
more information, call (203) 432-2800.

7:00 PM

,

1:30 PM, 4:15 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:25 PM
1:00 PM, 3:00 PM, 6:00 PM
.
1:15 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:25 PM, 10:05 PM
7:10PM,9:5QPM
.
9:35PM
8:00 PM, 10:15 PM .
•
.
1:25 PM, 3:35 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM
2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM,
1:20 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:40 PM
1:05 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:55 PM
1:10 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:10 PM
12:50 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 PM
.1:10 PM, 350 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:45 PM
1230 PM, 3:45 PM, 7:30 PM
12:35 PM, 2i50 PM, 5:05 PM,7:30 PM, 9:55PM
5:15 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:00 PM
'
.
1:50 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:45 PM

Spanish Table
The Spanish Table will meet this semester on Tuesdays from 12 -1:15 PM in Hamlin Hall. Come, meet
other people, have lunch, and converse in Spanish. All
levels are welcome. For more information, contact
Wilfredo Hernandez.

Italian Table
The Italian Table will meet this semester on•.
Wednesdays from 12:30 -1:30 PM in the Cave. Come
for informal and casual conversation in Italian over
lunch, AH levels are welcome. .Call Sinione Bregni at
x2433 for more information.
.,. .•

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, February 4
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489,
Enemy of the State (R)
Star Trek: Insurrection (PG)

.

7:00 PM .
7:00PM

Elm Theater - 924 South Quaker Lane in Elmwood
Times are valid through Thursday, February 4
Prices $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information call (860) 232-2820
Elizabeth (R)
Enemy of the State (R)

7:05 PM, 9:30 PM
7:0O PM, 9:30 PM

•

.
''

Classifieds
•

Work in the Music Business!
.

Seeking college representatives to work on grassroots
marketing campaigns for emerging recording artists,
Fax resume to Mike Nowicki at (212) 629-3605 or email
miken@metroent.com

Elway's Last Dance? A Tribute To The Comeback Kid
BY STARK TOWNEND

Sports Editor

So now the questioning begins. Does he stay, or does he
fade off into history in the company of some of the greatest
quarterbacks ever? John Elway,
after years of heartache and disappointment, has now done
what only four previous hurlers
have: win back to back Super
Bowls. His
Elway's dominating MVP
performance in Super Bowl
XXX11I further solidified his
legend as he completed 18 of 29
passes for 336 yards and one
touchdown. But the million
dollar question still remains:
will this 38 year old athletic
marvel hang 'em up, or will he

heart.
Following an unsuccessful
drive by the Falcons, Elway
picked up right where he left
off, leading Denver across Atlanta territory en route to a Jason Elam field goal, making the
score 10-3 Broncos. It was at this
time that believers in the Falcons' cause began to realize that
their team was in for a long
night, as the wheels started to
come off of Atlanta's victory
chariot.
Following what appeared to
be a confident drive by the Atlanta offense, normally reliable
place kicker Morten Andersen
missed a 26 yard field goal attempt, further deflating the Falcons' balloon. And, as if that
wasn't enough to dampen the
Falcon's hopes, Elway and his

Does he stay, or does he fade off into
history... John Elway... has now done
what only four previous hurkrs have: win
back to back Super Bowls.
return for one more shot at immortality? One thing isforsure,
he certainly did not show any
signs of his age on Sunday.
Entering his fifth Super Bowl,
ironically against his former
Denver coach, and current
coach of the Atlanta Falcons,
Dan Reeves, Elway displayed
the brand of leadership that he
has come to be known for. Finding his team down 3-0 after
Atlanta's opening drive, Elway
-wasted no time rallying his
troops, as Vie led the Broncos on.
a long drive which culminated
in a one yard touchdown run by
unheralded running back
Howard Griffith. Having gone
without a touchdown during
the entire regular season,
Griffith would finish the day
with two under his belt, and a
Super Bowl memory in his

Broncos wasted little time in
capitalizing on Atlanta's misfortune.
In one of the longest touchdown catches in Super Bowl history, Elway threw a rocket to
receiver Rod Smith who flew
past Falcon captain and Hartford native Eugene Robinson for
an 80 yard score. An elated
Elway ran off the field with the
exuberance of an adolescent •
playing in his back yard, further
indicating the love oE the game
vrtueh might keep this Intense
competitor playing
Following an Andersen field
goal, the two teams emerged
from the smoke of the half-time
festivities with Denver in control 17-6. It was quite clear that
if Atlanta had any hope of getting back into the game, they
would have to do it as soon as

This post season, John Elway solidified his place in
history with another Super Bowl triumph.
possible.
times, only to surrender costly
They had their chances as interception after interception
they made their way inside the to the Denver secondary. A deBronco 20 yard line several jected Falcon quarterback Chris
Chandler was visibly shaken by
the turnovers, and he was never
able to return to the level of play
he had displayed earlier in the
post season.
After a scoreless third quarter,
Denver once again took the
reins in the fourth, as Griffith
ran for his second touchdown of
the day, putting Denver in a
comfortable lead, 24-6. Then,
Elway made his presence felt
once again, as he rushed for a 3
yard score which put the game
out of reach for Atlanta. It was
a matter of formalities after
that, as Atlanta managed two
insignificant touchdowns,
while Denver converted another Elam field goal, that's
when the curtain came down
on Super Bowl XXXIII with a final score of Denver 34, Atlanta
19.
Now, as was stated earlier,
comes the questioning. Elway's
16 seasons in the NFL have been
intensely successful, as he is one
of only 3 quarterbacks to have
thrown for over 50,000 yards.
He has appeared in more Super
Bowls (5) than any other quarterback in history, but up until
last season, he came up short in
all of them. He was heralded as
the best quarterback never to
win the big game, and it was
r
ident that that was a moniker
iat did not sit well with this
:rtain Hall of Famer. Brought
tears after last year's victory
ftx the heavily favored Packers,
[way was the American icon
>r fortitude and.perseverance,-

AirUndprgradiiate Program in Political Management

Springs^S)^jMfcj^^;antl:Fa•^ Sessions

Make Connections to
Launch YOUR CAREER!
• Learn From and Network Among
"Washington Insiders"
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in Campaign Simulations
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• Live 3 blocks from the White House
and Monuments
• GW's central location can put you on
Capital Hill or the K Street corridor of
lobbyists & Interest groups in minutes.
•vine

GW is on equal opportunity/affirmative action institute

;3$7-477£(^

WWW.NFt.COM

and he made it clear that he
"wouldn't change a thing" about
how his career's ups and downs
had played out.
Everyone appears to have an
opinion as to whether or not
he'll continue for one more year.
Denver Head Coach Mike
Shanahan seems to believe that
his franchise player will retire
gracefully now at the top of his
profession, while Elway's wife
has been quoted as saying that
she thinks the competitor in
him will bring him back. Elway
admitted that the prospect of
becoming the first quarterback
ever to win three consecutive
Super Bowls "throws a kink in
(his) thinking," and perhaps the
athlete in him will want to
prove that his middle-aged
body can still dominate professional football, as he has done
for the past 16 years.
The consensus "comeback
king" of NFL lore, Elway has
provided professional sports
with some of the more breathtaking moments of the past two
decades. From "The Drive"
against Cleveland in the 1986
AFC Championship game, to
the heroic dive for victory at
Super Bowl XXXII, ol" number 7
is truly a legend in his own time.
Whichever direction he decides
to go, it can.never be argued that
John Elway does not belong
among the first names mentioned when discussing the
greatest quarterback of all time.
He has gone from the perpetual
goat to'the undisputed hero of
the NFL, and in so doing, he has
undeniably established himself
as one of the most enduring athletes of our time.
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Men's Basketball Stays On Top Men's Squash Continues ToRoll
BY NICK FAINELLI

Sports Writer

This past weekend the Trinity College
Men's basketball team hosted two
NESCAC opponents at the Ferris Athletic
Center. On Friday night a near capacity
crowd witnessed a thrilling 76-71 win over
Williams College. The following afternoon
the Bantams easily disposed of
Middlebury College 86-60. The team finished the weekend with a 14-1 record and
a share of the conference lead with Connecticut College.
The Trinity team eagerly anticipated
their Friday game against conference powerhouse Williams. The Ephs were responsible for ending Trinity's season last year in
the Division III tournament. According to
co-captain John Mulfinger '99, "There was
no way we were going to let Williams come

seeing his Williams opponent shine.
Levin's play prompted Mulfinger to
say, "It was good to see Jason play well.
He has come so far in the past four
years. His performance Friday night
was a good example of what hard work
and emotional intensity can do."
Teamates Kevin Bednar '99, 9 rebounds, 5 assists, and Mike Keohane
'01,6 assists, also had solid games, especially on defense. When asked
about the team's performance Bednar
responded," Everybody played well.
Rory Neal'01 and Brian Dion '02 certainly provided the phyiscal and emotional lift we needed off the bench.
The three guard rotation of Labella,
Keohane, and Wallach '01 were great."
The entire team contributed to the win
that established Trinity College as the
team to beat in the NESCAC.
Saturday afternoon's contest against

The team finished the weekend with a 14-1 record
and a share of the conference lead with Connecticut
College.
in here and win one on our court. It was
important for us to begin the game with a
level of intensity that has been absent in
some of our easier games this season. The
crowd certainly helped us achieve our
goal." The Trinity offense began the game
extremely well and staked themselves a 10
point lead, 29-39, by half time. Guard Mike
Labella '01,19 points, showed off his sweet
stroke by consistently knocking down
open jump shots. At one point in the first
half his shooting was the Trinity offense.
On the other side of the floor Trinity played
well but Williams was still able to score.
Thanks to the shooting of star forward
Matt Hunt '00,30 points,Williams was able
j;o<stay close, Hunt was able to capitalize
on opportunities from the perimeter and
the free throw line. His 5 three pointers
thwarted any Trinity hopes of a'HowouV"
Hunt's impressive performance probably
kjeripth. Trinity forward Jason
points and 12 rebounds. In the
second half Levin used his wonderous post
moves to dominate the area around the
basket. It was as though he was tired of

to Williamstown to take on the Ephs.
Williams, like many other Bantam op- Sports Writer
ponents this season, failed to take one
match in their home court. To complete
The Trinity Men's Squash team ended a 3-0 week, the Bantams swept Penn on
another successful week with a victory Sunday.
over Penn on Sunday to remain undeWhile these victories enabled Trinity
feated as they head into perhaps their to improve their record to a perfect 8-0,
toughest challenge of the season, a Sat- the Bantams will have a tough week
urday match against Harvard.
ahead of them as they go on the road
The Bantams began the week with a with matches against Brown and
victory over Amherst at home on Thurs- Harvard. The Tuesday match at Brown
day sweeping the one through nine po- will probably be no more than a warm
sitions while only dropping one game. up for the main event which takes place
At number one, Trinity's Marcus Cowie on Saturday in Cambridge. The Harvard
'00, easily defeated Amherst All-Ameri- match is perhaps the most anticipated of
can Dave McNeeley 3-0. Also, posting the season for the Bantams. Although
victories were Akhil Beil '02, Lefika Trinity defeated Harvard last year to take
Ragontse '02, Preston Quick '00, Rohan the regular season title, Harvard was still
Bhappu '02, Gaurav Juneja '02, Charles able to win the intercollegiate crown
Saunders '99, Joe Pentland '99 and with a victory in the post season tournament. The rivalry will continue with
Duncan Pearson '01.
Trinity continued its winning ways on the match beginning at 2pm at
Saturday when the Bantams traveled up Harvard's new facility.
4% BY MARK LAMONICA
1

Middlebury was dramatically less
spirited and competitive. Mulfinger
was on fire as he led all scorers with
23 points, incluiding 4 of 5 from long
distance. Height advantage allowed
Trinity forwards Levin, 17 points, and
Neal, 8 rebounds, to dominate play.
The Bantams did not play with the
same emotion as Friday night because
they did not need to. They had an easy
time creating open shots and turnovers. Middlebury never looked comfortable on offense nor defense. Trinity
was up by 12 at halftime and in the
second half the entire team got an opportunity to play.
The Bantams are undefeated in con- The Bantams are unrelenting in their
ference play, and this week they have national competition.
road games at Clark on Tuesday, and
y
g
p
of the schedule Is over but there are
still important games to be played.
The team would like to finish the season with only one loss so that they can
enter the postseason with home court
advantage.

ANDY SHEFARD

Wctory Is Sweet
For Lady Bantams
Women's Ice Hockey Notches
Important Win
Willis '02 ripped one from the blue line
BY HEIDI NOTMAN

and Eliie Maletta '02 knocked the puck
into the net. Trinity came out on top,
winning 3-0.
The team was ecstatic over their victory. When the final buzzer sounded, the
whole team cleared the bench and piled
on top of Henderson. "It feels great to finally win," commented Steph
Horbaczewski '00. "We played a great
game, and were really able to take advanThis past weekend, was an important tage of our points," added Willis. "The
weekend for the women's ice hockey defense took a lot of good shots and we
team. They played two tough games, had lots of scoring opportunities off reagainst Hamilton on Friday and against bounds," said Eliza Nordeman '02.
Union on Saturday. Hamilton was a
With their first league victory secured,
notch better than Trinity and ended up, Trinity is feeling good. While the result
winning 4-0. Despite valiant offensive of their work had yet to show themselves
efforts, the Bantams were unable to put in the form of victories, the squad never
the puck in the net. Once again, the star gave up and turned in their chips. There
of the game was cocaptain and goalie is a great deal to be said for that. Young
Shanna "Shawanda" Henderson. She not only in the ageof its players but also
Sports Writer
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The team was ecstatic over their victory. When the
final buzzer sounded, the whole team cleared the bench
and piled on top of Henderson.
made a whopping 78 saves, beating the
ECAC record (77) for most saves in a
game.

.•'• :

• - . . . .

On Saturday, Trinity faced off against
Union. This was a huge game for both
teams because neither team had yet to
take home a, league victory. The losing
team would drop to last 'place in the
standings. . . . . . . .
The Bantams got off to a good start,
scoring the first goal. Mandy Lydon '00
slipped the puck by the Union goalie. In
the second period, Trinity scored twice
.off two rebounds. Jess Martin '02 shot
from the point and Devon Binch '00
tipped it in. Later in the period,. Kim

in the age of its program, Trinity
Women's Ice Hockey is taking the correct
steps necessary to eventually emerge as
a strong team. While their record does
not support this hypothesis, it is the little
steps which the squad is taking that will
help to establish bigger and better things
in the future.
The team has been working hard for
three long months, and the results are
starting to show. This weekend the Lady
Bantams will travel to Vermont for two
tough games against top ranked
Middlebury and UVM. Be sure to come
to the future home games of this up and
coming squad.
' :
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Women Squash Wesleyan

traveled to Princeton to play in
the Constable Tournament
Sports Writer
which featured an A, B, and C
draw. The nature of tournamanipulated in order to fill in New England with ease.
On Wednesday, January, 27, ment allows the entire team to
BY JASON GABRIELE
the gaps essentially creating a Mulvihill is now ranked second the Trinity Women's Squash compete. Top players Janine ThSports Writer
possibility for a win. The Ban- in New England behind team played Wesleyan. This ompson and Mollie Anderson
tams have been refusing to cash Springfield's Mike Gados.
was an exciting match because were invited to play in the main
On the 27th the Bantams it featured players on the lower draw of the tournament. ThOver the.last eleven matches, in their chips no matter how
the wrestling team has per- unevenly they have matched up faced New England rival Roger end of the ladder. Trinity is sig- ompson made Trinity proud by
Williams University. Despite nificantly ranked above placing 5th; however Anderson
formed beautifully, giving the against the competition.
Bantams an overall record of 8In their first competition of how close the final score might Wesleyan, so coach Wendy was unable to play due to minor
5. The grapplers returned to the new-year the Bantams trav- look at first glance, the Bantams Bartlett decided that the top injuries. Vollmer and Heron
campus two weeks early from eled to Rhode Island College on dominated the match and then four players Janine Thompson both played impressive squash
the winter break only to have all January 16 to take on RIC, NYU, forfeited two weight-classes af- '01, Mollie Anderson '02, Paige in the A draw. Lewins made it
six of their scheduled matches and Oneonta State. The Bantam ter the win had been secured. Vollmer '99, and Sam Lewins to the finals of the B draw, as
canceled. Despite the disap- brawlers came home with two This move literally gave RWU12 '00 could be utilized more effec- teamate Betsy Paluck '99 got as
pointment stemming from the victories, 44-8 and 28-13 over points, making the match ap- tively off than on the court. far as the semifinals of the conlack in competition, the Ban- RIC and NYU respectively. The pear to have been close. The This pushed Karen Heron '01 to solation round. Alice Affleck
tams were able to gain valuable loss that day, 9-34, was the Bantams won 22-21.
the #1 spot, and allowed Jen '02, also in the B draw, finished
practice time that has been Bantam's worst loss of the seaDeath
'00, Nicole Hanley '00, the day at 2-2. Sarah McGowan
Finally, this past Saturday, the
proven by their record.
son, however it came from 30th of January, the Bantams Sarah Greenwood '01, and '99 who represented Trinity in
This year's squad, after the Oneonta State who is ranked wrestled Kings Point, Sacred Amanda Todd '02 to experience the C draw, did a remarkable job
Heart, and Norwich University. competition as the "top ten." by making it to the finals of the
weak ones were weeded-out, 25th in the nation.
Kings Point and Sacred Heart Coach Bartlett's strategic move consolation.
posed no challenge as the Ban- proved successful as it exhibThe next ladies squash match
Despite the disappointment stemming
tams rolled past each 36-10 and ited Trinity's sheer power and will be Tuesday, February 2, at
from the Jack in competition, the Bantams
23-9 respectively. Norwich depth as they squashed 5pm. The Lady Bantams will
posed to be the greatest chal- Wesleyan 9-0.
also play Saturday at Harvard at
were able to gain valuable practice time
lenge of the day as they defeated
12pm.
Over
the
weekend,
Trinity
that has been proven by their record.
Trinity 37-12.
The extra practice time has
consists of only 12 wrestlers-3
On January 14th the Bantams not only improved the Bantams
freshmen, 5 sophomores, 3 jun- traveled to Sacred Heart to put physically, but it has also
iors, and only 1 senior. Anyone a whooping on the opposition strengthened their.team cohewho is familiar with college 42-7. RiaddeFrietas'01(1411bs) sion and character. This is a
wrestling could then under- wrestled one of his best squad that has the type of deterstand why an 8-5 mid-season matches of the season against mination and heart that victory
record is so astonishing. There- Chris Atao of SHU. deFrietas requires in the long run. Fo•IK''" fe^^^^WPHH
fore, the Bantams are severely held on to a 1-1 tie to get him- cused on a single goal, winning,
lacking in depth; a quality that self into a second overtime pe- these Bantams have established
is crucial to the survival of a riod. In double OT deFrietas a great tradtion which appears
wrestling team. Also, one must was able to hold his opponent • to be just in its early stages.
take into consideration the fact down for 30 seconds guaranteeThe Bantams are on the road
that there are two weight- ing victory.
Thursday night to American Inclasses where multiple Bantarns
January 16th the Bantams ter national-£©lleger "Saturday
weigh in consistently. As a re- wrestled at home against MIT, they travel to Plymouth State for
sult, the Bantam line-up is tech-' WP1, and Williams. The Ban- their toughest competition of
nically
missing
two tams defeated MIT 36-3 but lost the year. This team has estabcompetitive slots by weight. De- to both WPI and Williams, 10- lished themselves as a power in
spite their handicaps and 29 and 13-30 respectively. New England, and their record
thanks to excellent coaching Steven Mulvihill '01 (197lbs) most definately proves this arfrom Sebastian Amato and won the tough-man contest for gument. Make your best effort
Gary Alford, the Bantam start- the day as he knocked off the to attend their next home match
ing line-up is constantly being 2nd and 3rd ranked wrestlers in in Oosting Gymnasium.
ANDYSHEPARD
Throwing folks around is the norm at
BY RANDY DEPREE

Wrestling Further Establishes Strength

wrestling practice.

TO Af^PLV FOR THl!
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INFORMATION FROM YOU

Buy one, get one free at Subway® Restaurants; Only the
Student Value Package2 gives you so much for so little..
• Kd live s.mdwiches .it Subwjy* with a coupon, BankBoston Card ,ind student
omel.ink'
iH.ul.inle • ust'

g) BankBoston

1,500 B.wkHoston ATMs • use your BankBoMoil Card w i t h X-Press ( ' h e c k " 1 like .i pl.isii.
heck wherever MasterCard'" is a c c e p t e d • gel overdraft p r o t e c t i o n , i t ' y o u o v e r s p e n d
little' • first 3 m o n t h s free, t h e n o n l y $ i a m o n t h ' • cull I - 8 0 0 - 2 - B O S T O N • visit

Get Free

mi

Sandwiches

1, Purchase a six-inch Subway* Sandwich and a 21-ounce soft drink and get a second six-inch Subway* Sandwich and 21-ounce soft drink of equal or lesser price free upon presentation of a Student
Value Package coupon. Offer expires May 31,1999. Offer available at participating Subway® locations and may not be combined with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit. Subway
is a registered trademark of Doctors Associates Inc. 2. Valid school ID or acceptance letter required. To qualify for X-Press Check and Reserve Credit you must be at least 18 years of age and have no
adverse credit history. 3. Online Banking with BankBoston HomeLink'™ is free (eg., transferring funds, checking balances). Theie is a $3.50 monthly fee for Online Bill Payment with HomeLink.
4. If you write more than 8 checks a month, each additional check is $.75.
Member FD1C

BANTAM fanFARE
This Week in Sports

The Tripod's SuperBowl XXXMI Memories.

After the big game, John
Elway showed his respect
for the Lombardi trophy
by commenting, "You can't
get this out of a Cracker
Jack box! But then again,
you don't get the unbeatable
flavor of crisp popcorn
covered in sweet toffee!"

i'

In Denver, fans rioted in the
streets on Sunday night Here,
some fans run through burning
debris, finally confirming the
result of tests conducted by
Anheiser-Busch, that beer
makes you smarter.

<-•

Dan Reeves and Mike Shanahan
braivl after the game. Here, Reeves
Psycho, and coincidentally,
is caught in the beginning phaseof
his famous "White Boy who can't
a Denver linebacker,
fight and just lost the SuperBowl to
Bill "What a Psycho"
his old team" Chokehold. Shanahan Romanowski gets ready to
holds back his laughter and prepares resume his off-season job
to knee Reeves in the stomach.
as a bad Elvis impersonator.

After a long day, completing only 19 of 35
passes with 3 interceptions, QB Chris Chandler tvalks off the field,
head down and a tear
in his eye.
WHAT A LOSER!
How did you feel about the outcome of the Super Bowl?
Submit your responses to The Tripod viaDOCEX ore-mail.

WWW.BPN.COM

Trinity Sports Etc.
Men's Squash

Men's Ice Hockey

2/2 at Clark
2/5 at Hamilton

2/2 at Brown
2/6 at Harvard

2/5 at Mass, Coll
2/6at Williams

Women's Basketball

Women's Squash

Women's Ice Hockey

Men's Basketball

2/5 vs. Hcmilton

Wrestling
2/4 at Coast Guard
2/6 at Plymouth

2/2 at Brown
2/6 at Harvard

2/5atMiddlebury
2/6atUVM

Indoor Track

Swimming

2/6 at Wheaton Inv.

2/6 vs. Conn. Coll
and Bates
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They're Kickin' It Freestyle
Swimming Continues To Make Great Strides
•process. Eric Biegeleisen '02
found the stamina to win the
200 yard backstroke while also
qualifying for the New England
meet, in February. Mike "The
Secret Weapon" Gorman '00
came from behind to surprise
his challenger and take victory
in the 200 yard freestyle. The
finest performance of the long
afternoon was seen from Nate
Folkemer '01 who blasted into
the swimming scene as he
proved to be a threat in the distance events. Folkemer was victorious
in the 1000 yard
"(The) team welcomed the challenges
freestyle, and facing tough comwhich this past weekend brought... With
petition in the 200 yard breaststroke he pulled out another
the regular season quickly coming to a
great win.
close, the women's team swam to a huge
On Sunday the team traveled
victory on Saturday."
north to Amherst, MA to challenge the Amherst swimmers.
Saturday. The women knew many strong performances to Trinity held their own against
that the score not only de- ensure victory. Katie Bryant's Amherst and many of the Banpended on the first and second '01 continued success on both tams performed well. Jen
places, but capturing fourth and . the 1 meter and 3 meter boards Stelmack '00 and Lisa
fifth place as well; each heat was • as well as Jessica Harmon '01 Lambrenos '02 performed well
important to the final outcome and Sue Kemalian's '99strength in the 1000 yard freestyle. Luca
and each swimmer rose to the proved to be essential to the suc- Laino '99 placed well in the 50
occasion. Eirnly Polito *GO cess of trie women's team.
d 4 y4&
swam her way to victory in the
The men were able to cruise his birthday weekend trium100 and 200 yard freestyle to victory on Saturday but saw phantly. Ryan Young '00 finevents and placed a strong sec- some outstanding swims in the ished the 1000 yard freestyle in
ond in the 1000 yard freestyle.
Cory Bernard '01 who was vicSports Writer
torious in the 100 yard butterfly and finished strong in the
The Trinity College Swim- 200 yard individual medley,
ming and Diving team wel- placed a very close second to her
comed the challenges which Wheaton challenger. Polito and
this past weekend brought Bernard, along with Carrie
when they faced Wheaton Col- Rorer 00' and Becky Porch '99
lege on Saturday and then were members of the final 400
Amherst College on Sunday. yard freestyle relay which
With the regular season quickly clinched the final victory for the
coming to a close, the women's Lady Bantams. However, the
team swam to a huge victory on divers pulled through with
BY ALLISON LANZETTA

his best time of the season,
while Andrew Lovig '00 and
Alex Blanchard '02 placed well
in the 100 yard butterfly. The
most entertaining scene of the
afternoon was performed by cocaptain Katie Modzelewski '99

who will not forget her 'trip' to
Amherst in the near future.
The Trinity team looks forward to future successes in their
final home meet next weekend
against Bates and Connecticut
College at 1:00 on Saturday.

Though often unrecognized at Trinity, Bantam
Swimming is experiencing a strong campaign.

ANDY SHEPARD

Trinity's Unheralded Sport: Indoor Track and Field
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Sports Writer

6

I

This past Friday evening the
Indoor Track and Field teams
competed at the Wesleyan Invitational. The women placed 3rd
out of 13 teams, with a high
number of top three finishers.
The men also turned in a number of fine performances, as
both teams continue to try to
get qualifiers for New Englands,
ECACs, and Nationals.
The evening got off to a good
start with the meter dash. Both
Amanda Rival and Jen Villa
qualified for the final round,
with the preliminary times of
7.78s and 8.11s, respectively.
Both followed through with
these fine performances in the
finals. Rival claimed first place
(7.86s) and Villa took fifth with
a time of 8.08s. Both of these
competitors went on to amass
more points towards the team
score throughout the night.
Villa finished second in the
triple jump, landing at a distance of 10.59m. Rival placed
sixth in the shot put (9.62m)
and third in the longjump, leaping 4.76m,
Also,, performing well in the
longjump was Beth Landry '02.
Landry jumped 4.71m, which
placed her fourth. Landry continued the trend and scored
points in both the 200m and the
high jump. She cleared 1.42m
and placed third in the high
jump and finished fourth in the
. 200m with a time of 28.98s.

Pamela Kelley also ran well.
She competed in the 600m and
finished first, leading from wire
to wire. She finished with a
time of 1:48.28. Kelley's workout partner, Katelyn McNeil '02,
did not disappoint, either.
McNeil ran the 800m and finished a strong second, with a
time of 2:34.53. Although,
McNeil was not completely satisfied with her race, she still saw
it as a stepping stone back from
being hurt.
Working our way up the distance chart we find Kara
Barbalunga '00 who competed
in the 1,000m and the 1,500m
races. Barbalunga finished the
1,500m in 5:07.09 and in eighth
place. She later finished the
1,000m in sixth place and a time
of 3:19.40. In the 3K two excellent performances were turned
in by Caroline Leary '02 and
Buzzy McLaughlin '02. Leary
steadily worked her way up to
the front of the pack and held
on for a third place finish. Leary
had a time of 11:16.56.
McLaughlin worked on her 5K
speed and finished 12th in
12:22.12.
Women's tri-captain Beth
Doran '99 also had a successful
night in the weight throw competition. Doran finished first,
but was even more pleased with
the distance. Doran threw
13.72m, a PR by a considerable
margin. These fine performances placed the Lady Bantams in third place.
The men also fared well, scoring points and placing well in a
number of events. Off the track,

the men were led by Nick Fox with Wong's performance, stat- of Jewett, McShane, Green, and
'02 in the shot put and the ing, "He looked good. He ran Wong finished fourth in 3:41.67.
A number of quality perforweight throw. Fox finished 12th tough the whole way through;
in both events, with throws of I'm pleased with it"
mances were turned in by the
11.76m (SP) and 9.50m (WT).'
Adam Forkner '00, a distance men's team, although a high
Derrick Mello '00 also com- runner, dropped down to the percentage of them fell just outpeted in the weight throw fin- 1,500m race, Forkner ran well side of scoring range, thus hurtishing 15th, with a throw of and showed a lot of confidence ing their team score. However,
8.88m. First year competitor, in the race. Andrew Malick '00 as the team continues to pracShan Khan '00, also finished ran the 3K in a time of 9:36.11, tice and compete after the Win12th. He jumped a distance of finishing in 10th place, Malick ter break, they appear to be
ran well, as he continues to getting sharper and stronger.
10.12m in the triple jump.
The men's running events be- work on speed and endurance
Both teams will compete at
gan with the 55m dash, in for the steeplechase during the the Wheaton Invitational this
which Peter Young '00 com- outdoor season.
Saturday, as they continue to
peted. Young, finished 16th
The final men's event was the seek qualifying marks and conwith a time of 7.10s. Young also 4 x 400. This team comprised tinue their success.
competed in the 200m- race
with Jay Wright '00 and Gil
Green '02. Wright was the top •
Trinity finisher, completing the
one lap race in 24.23s and placing 10th. Young's and Green's respective times were 24.86s and
26.14s.
Green also competed in the
55m high hurdles. In the preliminary heat he ran 8.49s,
qualifying him for the finals. In
the final section he ran 8.50s
and finished in a close 6th.
Tri-captain
- Matthew
McShane '99 ran in the 400m
and finished 9th, with the time
of 54.84s. Accompanying him
in this race was Steve Green '02,
who crossed the line in a time
of 56.33s. David Jewett'99, also
a captain, competed in the
800m race. Jewett, a 400 runner, finished in 2:08.01, which
placed him in 10th!
In the 1,000m race Matthew
Wong '00 ran a strong race. He
finished in 2:45.89 and 7th
Trinity Hoops gears up for the second half of
ANDY SHEPARD
place. Coach Suitor was pleased their season. See story on page twenty-one.

Hoopin'It Up

